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TRU -

Commanding General, United States Army, Vietnam,
ATTN- ANHGC-DST, AO San Francisco 96375
Commnder-in-Chief, United Staitus Army Pacific
APO San Francisco 96558

TO:

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development
Department of the Army
Washington, D. C., 20310

1.

(5)

Section 1, Operations:

Significant Actihiies.

ats)General. At the beginning of the reporting period, largo scale enermy
attacks on major installations and cities were still in propi-ess tbirurchout
the Republic of Vietnam. As a result of tha Tet offensive, Civilian Irreg-alar

Defense Group (CIDG) forces assumed new missions, construction projects in
nlans to relocate
progress were delayed, new con truction was necessitated,
oen. close, and convert camns w .re
or ca 1 led. ani thousands
.
of
refugeous were assisted. A more detailed summary CIDG activities during thp
Tet offensive is given in paragraph lc(6) of this report. However, the most
rsgnificanl. singlo action during the nuartor occurred at 9 eciAl Forces camp

*

Lang Vei,

(See inclosuren 5 6 ,7-A

8)

The l-rge scale attack that had

been axpectd occurred on 7 r jorun r when a combined armor and infantr
attack overran the camp.. The attack marked the first tacticil utilization
of tanks by the enemy in South Vietnam.

(i1 I2erations. Largely, as a-result of the Tot offensive, operations
and results increased during the quarter as compared to the prevLous period.
A total of h,408 company size operations were conducted during tha euarter.
A total of 2492 enemy were killed as compared to 2041 killed during the
previous rcporting period and the number captured increased frore ?28 0e 457.
Although operations and enemy casualties increased, the number of USASF
killed experienced a significant decrease from 37 to 17. CIDC casualties
remained approxinately the same. The statistical data found at inclosure 2
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offers complete inforvition on the operations conducted an4 the results

obtained du..,t, unu qaarte'..
(2)

Changes in Status of CIDC Carm ps.

(a)
The Special Forces camp at Lang Vei was.; clos-d on 7 February as a
result of being overrun0
',,3tachmentB.4 on Phuoc Quoc Island was closed

on 20 March
(b) The camp on Phuoc Duoc Island (A-441) which formerl" contain ad the
D! CTZ Traini- C nter,cornnced to convert to RF follniing the relocation of
the training center to To Chau on 18 March. The conversion in expected to be
completed on 15 June 1968.
(c)
Two CIDG camps were opened during the reporting period, Katum (A-392)
on 21 Februaryv, and Thanh Tri (A-41 4) on 15 March. The assets from Prek Kiok
were redeployed to Katum and the assets from Moc Ho were rereoloyed to
Tijanh Tri.

(3)

As a result of the armor a-tack on Ling Vei, special

emphasis was placed on training the CIDOG in the utilization of anti-tank
weapons.
The recent increased emphasis on trainief activities is reflected
by the appearance of separate articles on the Reonirlo School and the JNSF
Training Center in the April issue of the Green Beret Maazine (See inclosure 9).
(4)

A Special Report, the Development of the CIDG PropraV, 1964
during the quarter and is contained at inclosu
4.
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for Perind

(i) As a direct result of tactical operations and population control
within Nha Trang city, the G-2 Section, VNSF, became overcrowded with both
prisoners and detainees duping the firit
two days of the Tot offensive in
January and February 1968. Detention facilities were not available at either
VNSF or USASF areas; Khanh Hoa Sector Headquarters, where prisoners are
normally transferred, hRd ceased operation; most police, intelligence and
support activities other" than V;ASF, VNSF and the RVN National Police were
functioning marginally or bhd ceased operation and proper interrogations
Headquarterso USASF
were iMpossible to conduct in the overcrowded Vkola'
Counterintelligence personnel obtained the Provincial Interrogatiop Center for
the incarceration of the prisoners, funding support from MACCORDT for the
Center's added logistical needs, and additional interrogators from the 55th
MD

MAMCORM A_-

r

rTanch assets,

The removal of the prisoners and detainees

from the G2 Section, VNSF allowed that section to return to normal. operations,
allowed first priority access to key prisoners by USASF and VNSF, and provided
expeditious interrogation b'.r using nilmerous teams from the various agencies.
Preliminary Interrogation Reports were made immediately available to USASF,
VNSF and RVN National Police. The transfer would have not been possible
without the complete cooperation and assistance of the Khanh Hoa Province ICEX
Conittee Chairman, who has stated that the transfer was instrumental in
enablihg the National Police to apprehend nmnerous terrorist and infrastrqcture
personalities during this period,
(2) In cooperation with the newly createdSpecial Operations Section of
the G-2, VNSF, the CI Branch has initiated bilateral operations against the
local VC infrastructure, Khanh Hoa Province, To d.ete, -theVNSF have been able
to recruit two infrastructure members 0 An adequate nwrber of arent personnel
have been recruited to initiate an early warning system around Nha Trang city
as soon as communications equipment can be procured.
(3)

Project Gamia,

(a) The ontrol element for Project Gaa, previously referred to as
Detachment B-57, relocated from Saigon to the SFOB in Nba TraM on 28 February,
The chaage in imit designation was effoctive on 1 April. The unit's mission
ft act as a collection elerent in support of Project Nantucket re~wired
tunchanged.
(b) Project Gamma presently operates with 18 personnel from camps Due
Cn and Thc Lap in II CTZ, Bu Dop, Lcc Ninh, Thien Ngon, Tay Ninh and Due Hue,
in III CTZ, Moo Hoa, and Cnau Doc in UV CTZo
(c) Because of an acute shortage
become critical by June, operations bl,
terminated at Thien Ngon, Duc Hue, and
these sites will be transferred to Duc

of personnel which 4s expected to
Project Gama are scheduled to be
Moc Hoa, The personnel assets from
Co, Duc Lap, and Loc Ninh,
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. arv of Enemy Activity by Corns Tactcal

e

(a) I CTZ, At the end of the lost reporting period, approximately 20,000
enemy troops were massed in NW Quang TA Province and large scale attacks against
Special Forces Camp Lang Vei, Detachment A-10l, and the Khe Sanh combat base
were anticipated at any time, rhe anticipated attack became a reality on 7
February when camp Lang Vei was overrun by a Rround attack spearheaded by
approximately 12 tanks, sone of which wei.e identiried as Soviet PT-76 amphiblous
models. At the close of the Tet offensive, enemy units witbdrew into normally
secure areas to regroup, resupply, and receive replacementsd The enmy increasd
efforts to Improve and construct new lines of communications in the Ashau Valley
and south of Special Forces camp Kham Due, Detachment A-1l5. Over these routes
the enemy introduced a significant amount of sophisticated weapons and equipment
into I CTZ. During this period of replenishing 4s forces, the enemy attempta
to avoid contact with friendly units. Enemy activity in Special Forces TAOR's
consisted of unit movement along infiltration routes; however, very few large
units remained within the TAORI-s for any long periods of time0 By early April,
only an estimated four combat effective enemy battalions remained in the v-cinity
of Khe Sanh as the majority of the 325 C and 304th NVA Divisions withdrew into
Laos in front of the sweep operation conducted by elements of the 1st Air
Cavalry Division, By the end of April, as a result of the buildup of enemy
forces near FIO4AF key installations, indications were that another general
offensive was soon to be launched. Taxation of the local ponulace for rice
increased and there was a rise in propaganda inci dents directed against GVN
contr9 lled areas, ARVN military families and Special Forces camps, The
presence of the 31st NVA Regiment near Thuong Duo (A-109), the 2nd NVA Division
command post and the 3rd Regiment, 2nd NVA Division near Kham 0 uc (A-10), and
the 1st (and possibly the 21st) NVA regiments near Tien Phuoc (A-102) posed
serious threats to the three camps as the quarter endod,
(b) II CTZo During the Tet offensive, thW enemy concentrated his combat
around the provincial capitals and population centers of I CTZo Whenever
possible, the enemy employed local force and main force units as the initial
entry element; major NVA units were used as reinforcing and blocking elements
and in many cases did not engage in offensive activity. During this offensive,
the enemy made a serious error in Judgment in expecting the civilian population
to rally to the cause of the VC. In almost every city in which VC/NVA gained
temporary control, civilian support was almost non=existant, and in all cases
the enqny suffered heav'y losses, Enemy activity around Special Forces camps
during the Tet offensive was at a minimum. This enablqd many camp strike force
units to be released for clearing operations in the cities, Camp Strike Force
and Mobile Strike Force units were deployed to the provincial capitals of
Kontum, Plelku, Ban Me Thuot. Qui Nhon, Nha Trang, Dalat and Phan Thilet,
Despite the fact that none of these troops had received training in house-tohouse fighting, toe CIDG performed in an outstanding manner, Following the
Tot offensive, enemy units employed atthcks by fire in order to effect an
orderly withdraw.
For the most part., local force and main force VC units
suffered the heaviest losses in personnel while NVA units suffered heavy losses
fiI.s
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in supplies and material, In the western highlands, the enemy concentrc'ted
his efforts on logistics and construction. Reports of road buildinp began
to increase and by late March it was apparent that the enemy was capable of
deploying along an NVA road network that extended out of the tri-.bnder area
as far east as can Polei Kleng and as far south as he low - .el Trap Valley.
From early February to mid March, SF caz'p Ron Net was the target of almost
continious mortar and rocket attacks, however, construction of the new SF camp

2

I

continued and by late March enemy units began to ,ithdraw from the area. The
enemy attempted to isolate the major population centers of western TT CTZ by
encircling the cities and interdicting lines of communication, Attacks by
fire b'ztcame a standard tactic with the probable objective of strangulating the
econ-nay in thio urban areas and thereby raising prices and disiffect ng the
population from the GVN,
The enemy's continued presence around popilation
ceuters, however, made his base camps vulnerable to friendly airstrikes and
,weep operations, By late March9 most major NVA units were forced to withdraw
to more secure base areas
Enemy units in the coastal provinces suffered heavy
losses during the Tat offensive. Infiltration of personnel and supplies to
these units qontinued with high priority going to elemtents of the NT-3 NVA
Division, By late April main force and local lorce units were back up to
preTet st. ength levels. Following the Tet offensive, there was a maj or
reorganization of the B-3 front as evidenced by the mo-'ernt of the 32nd NVA
regiment into Darlac Province, the infiltation of a new reriment into the
western highlands, and numerous reports of change of' novnnnd in other NVA units0
At the present time, all NVA units continue to avoid major contact wbile
regrouping and resupplying for a possible second offensive in I1 CTZ, At the
end of the reporting period , SF camps Ben Het, Dab To, Dak Pek, Polet Kleng,
and Due Lap were under threat of attacks varyin- in intensity from harassment
attacks by fire to large scale attacks by muti-reginent enemy forces.
(U, III CTZ, At the close of the Tet offensive enemy units were
concentrated in the central areas of the Corps and away from the SF camps
which are located along the border. The enemy forces sustained heavy casualties
during and immediately following Tet when allied units began conducnting
extensive sweep operations0 The VCA'VA withdrew to locations north of the
capital military district and avoided all possible contact in attempts to
regroup and refit his units0 The failure of the Vietnamese ponu lace to come
to the aid of the Viet Cong forced the enemy to rely upon the infiltration of
supplins and personnel, Ene- forcees t.n
l..-od a polley of trying
fo
isolate allied base camps and CMDG cams by intensifying the nun1ers of
attacks by fire. They introduced the 107mm rocket in addition to the 122mm
and 140mm rockets _Iready In use,. For r limited period of time this tactic
waz partially effective in that it an~llcted casualties unor allied forces with
:ittle risk of enemy losses, On 26 February an operation from Ben Soi, A-321,
established contact near the Cambodian border with an estimated enemy battalion
which was accompanied by threo T-3h tanks and a possible quad-50 mounted on a
half track. The SF element disabledc one tank with a M .7? LAW0 Along the
northern border, SF camps came under repeated artillery fire as the enemy
stepped up resupply and replaceme-t operations. Enemy forces were infiltrated

5
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In vast numbers through thu Bu Gai Map region of Phuoc Long Province,
northeastrn War Zone 4C of Tay Ninfi Province, and from Ba Thu in Cambodia
through Hau Eghia Provnce, HQ IIFFV reported that An the two months immediately
following Tet, 5500 enemy personnel infiltrated into III CTZ - a considerable
increase over the previous 1500 per month,, In areas between Bu Dop, A-341,
and Loc linh, A.-.131, SF operatznos contacted NIVA forces using vehiclee along
recently constructed roads, To toe east of Song Be, B-3h, a well traveled
enemy road, which ran south from the Cambodian border to the vicinity of GIN
Highway 14, was discovered,
Free world forces ran extensive reconnaisance
missions in the area to direct airstrikes and artillery on enemy base camps
and avenues of approach.. Results were such that the enemy was temporarily
impeded in his efforts to supply units in central III CTZ, At the present
time the enemy is confirea as having soinewhat less than 50,000 troops in III
CTZ, to inciude adianistrative personnel, The majority of enemy units are
understrength, rated narpinally to noncombat effective. With the equivalent
of less than 20 fully combat effective maneuver battalions, the enemy is not
considered capable of launching any major Corps-wide offensive; he is quite
capable, however, of concentrating a n,inber of forces in one area for the
purpose o"' targeting a specific objective, such as Bien ]{oa - Long Binh
complex0 SF camps located in proximity to enemy infiltration routes are
expected to be subjected to continuing attacks by fire while sunplies and
personnel are transported through the area, Tbe disposition of the 9th VC
Division and its subordinate regiments north of the Michelin Plantation
threaten the security of Camp Minh Thanh A322, althouph it is believed that
the enemy units here are extremely weak and will attemot to avoid all possible
contact with'allied forces. Build uos of unidentified nersonnel and Increasing
terrorist and propaganda activities in northern Binh Long Province pnRe a
possible, but improbable, threat to Hon Quan, B-33, and Loc Ninh, A-331.
Reported plans "or future attacks on district and nro',rncial capitals In
western III CTZ probably also include diversiona-r attacrs ,m Due 1 oa, B-3 ,
and its two subordinate A detachments.
In other areas the enemyr can be
expected to continue with occasional small scale attacks and/or probeis in
addition to repeated attacks by fire, utilizing rec, iless rifles, mortars,
Rlrs, and rockets to inflict as much dama -e as poss -Le without the risk of
losing troops in contact with SF elements.
(d) IV CTZ, Durinp the Tet offensive. whith began on 30 Jamuerv and
extended into Februaryv coordinated enemy attacks were launched against
province and district capitals and other heavily nopulated areas, Cities in
vhich Special Forces camps are located and wbich came under heavy fire and
round attack.s during the Tot offensive include Chau Doc (Detaclim, nt P-2),
Lanh (Detachment B-43), Moc Hoe (Detachment B-41), and Can Tio (Detachment
G-.In Dinh Tuong Province the enemy continued to maintai the equivalent of
four combat effective battalions, Special Forces carnn My Phoue Tay, K-4ll,
-aid My Dien II, A 46, were furth,!r threatened by the introdnetion of the 120*n
mortar by the 263rd main force battalic-1. Friendly operations con.ected in
the province were probably responsible for the lack of ene-y ractivity against
the SF camps. These operations were continually suoccessful LYrinillctirc
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heavy casualties on the enemy and in discovering of large enemy weapons cache
sites.* The largest confirmied enemy unit in Kien Tuong Province continues to
be the Ohth local force battalion whi'ch onerates generally in +,he Moc Hoa,
Detachment B-41,, area. Unconfirmed raoorts indicate the possible existence
of one battalion northwest of Mec Hoa n ar the Cambodian border and another
b.,tta-lion southerst of Kin-h QuanL IT, A.-4!2.

Although unconfirried,

their

possiole presence poses an additional threat to these Special Forces caps,.
Cao Lanh, B-h3, conTnuns to he threatened- by the F02nd battalion; however,
several unconfirmed reports of the 502nd battalion in the area Indicates ap
increased threat of an enemy offensive against Cao Lanh, The ql2th local
force battalion is reported to be operati.ng near the Chnu Dc Privince/Cambodian
border area Reports ro celvod durinp the T,t offensive indicated the presence
of a 510th and 511th battalion in t.ho Chau Doe area, The recent, movement of
the Dong II regiment and its subordinate elements, the 303rd And the 309th
main force battalion, from Choung Thien Province into Phong Dinh Province has
increased the threat of attack against Can The. The 307th battalion, which
reportedly participated in attacks against Can Tho city during Tet, and the
Tay Do local force battalion contInues to operate in the province
The enemy
in Phong Dinh Province also recently acquired a 120 mm mortar -!apability,
thus increasing this offensive capabih ties even moe. Enemy forces throughout
the IV CTZ are currently recruiting, training, and resupplying their fortes,
possibly in preparation for a second general of fen. - e-cpected to take place
in the near future.

i
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(I)0 CTZo

n

+i-

Tet offensive activities for the most part had little effect

on CIDG anWd
Th operations in I CTZ.
The most significant event during the
re portin; period was the loss of camp Lang Ve , On 7 Februany at apnroxL'atcly

0030 hours the camp came under attack bv NrA tanks and infantry.
was overrun by approximately 0415 hours, Late that afternoon, all
survivors broke out of an undn-rround hunker and mnde their way to
Lang Vet, Inclosures 5,6s 7, enid 8 discuss the battle of Lan

Camp Lane Vao
of the USASF
o.Lt canmp
7ei in

Special Forces camps throughout the I Corns Tactical Zone have completed
detail.
a training program on the use of aniti.-tank weapons alvailable at their camp site.
Personnel assets from Lang Vet were transferred to the camp Thuong Duo, A-109,
FO3 on hill 52, A total. of 318 company size op rations and 868 platoon size
operations were conducted by units subordinate to Company C,
(a) Februa

I

During the month of Febrnary, 94 comany s.ize operations

and 269 platoon size operations were conducted. Enemy losses during the month
were 13 CIDG11U RF/TF and three USASF killed, Seventy.five CIDG, 11 RF/PF,
three VNSF, and 19 USASF were wounded,

Summaries of significant action during

February follow.
(hi 1 February,

the Ba To District Headquarters came under attack by an estimated

700 VC- some of which were armed with automatic weapons, recoiless rifles, 60 inm
mortars, and M-.79 grenade launchers° Approximately one half of the enemy were
armed with spears and knives, The enet- breached the perimeter and used C-4.
composition to destroy the Province Headquarters and several bunkers, Results
of this attack were 12 VC killed siL RF/PF killed, seven RF/PF wounded, four

M-I -tifles lost, and the village chief of Ba Ifiep killed, Later that day at
0600 hours a F'/'PF patrol made contact with an estimated VC company The VC_
were armed with spears, knives, and small arms, The enemy benan to withdraw
north when mortar fire was adjusted upon their positicns, Ten VC were killed
and several knives and spears were captured. At 0650 hours, a VC company was
seen moving across the Ba To air strip. Tn front of tiem they were pushing
Montagnards who were armed with spears and knives, A CS reaction force engaged
the eneny and captured six VC, 20 spears, 35 knives, and one carbine,

Friendly

losses were two CSF soldiers killed and two weapons lost,
.. 13 Febru-rt t

a To Dstrict Heaquaters and camp Ba To, A-106, were

S

F

probed by one VC main force co.pany, The VC attacked and overran a district
outpost. Camp Ba To fired illumination and HF in support of the outpost,

*

The VC then withdrew and proceeded southeast

The results of the action were

two F' soldiers killed, 16 FF soldiers and 19 weapons missing.

On 23 February, a recornaissance in force op ration from Ba To, A-106, made
contact with one VC platoon from a distance of 2% metert,

Results of the

encounter were 10 VC killed and 30 military structures destroyed.
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A reconnaissance operation from camp Thong Due, A-109,. made contact with 12 VC
from a distance of 200 meters on 23 Februnry. After a brief fire fight,
Two CSF soldiers
the VC broke contact and withdrew in an unknown ldirectiQn
were wounded. Five VC were killed and two small arms were captured.
A motor convoy left Company C, Danang9 on 25 February at 1100 hours enroute
At 1340 hours the convoy was ambushed by an
to camp Thuong Duc, A-109.
Reaction forces from camp Thuong Nc and a US
estimated company; of VC.
Marine unit proceeded to the ambush site wheo-e contact was male and the enemy
was forced to vithdraw, Results of the ambush were one USASF, 13 CIDG, and one
AITN soldier killed. There were nine USASF, one VIISF, and eight CMG soldiers
wounded. Three 21> ton trucks were destroyed. Fifteen of the enemy were killed
and 11 were wounded,
Seven small ar-s, two crew served wneapons, and 30 chicom
grenades were captured.
(b) Match.
Durine the month of March 132 company 5123 operations end
238 platocn size opcrnt1nns were conducted. Enemy lonses during the month
were 72 VC killed, 18 wounded, and 23 cantured. Friendly Toses were seven
CIDG, four RF/PF, and two uSASF personnel killed. Fji t r CIM, five RF/PF,
Suamaries of significant actions durinp March
and three USASF were wounded,
follow,
On 8 March, in operation from camp Gia Vuc, A-103, executed a surprise raid on
a group of VCOgat.hered in a locCL -ilg.The
raid resulted in seven VC killed,
seven r. cksack with medical supnlios captured, and 18 structures destroyed.
On 12 March, a motor convoy wa- returning to camp Thuong Due, A-109, from the
FOB on hill #52 located ei-ht kilometers east of camp Thuong Duc when it was
anbushed by an estimated platoon of VCo A heliconter from Comnany C received
small arms fire as it was attenoting to assist the convoy and two USASF were
wounded. Other friendly losses -Tare one USASF killed, four CSF soldiers wounded
and three weapons lost, Reacti-on forces from camp Thuong Duo were dispatched
but could not estsblish further, contact with the enemy.
Again on 19 March at 1545 hours, a seven truck convoy , which was moving along
route #4 from camp Thuong DIuc to Dananngf, was ambushed by an unknown size VC
force, Thee *,v used co..and d..to.tatd mines, Results of the ambush were
One 2 ton truck wee
one CSF soldier killed and two MSF soldiers wounded,
Enemy losses were three VC killed and
destroyed ;,nd another suffered 25% damag.
The convoy closed ante Danan- at 1900 hours without further
one wounded.
contact,

On 27 Marh at 0345 hours, an outpost located two kilom6ters east of camp Tien
Phuo;, A. 10? was ati icked and overrun by two platoon of VCo A reiction force
from camp ihLen Fhuoc was dispatched to the outpost, hut no further contact was
esi-abished. One US.'.SF, one US Engineer, onc CSF, n-d three PF soldiers were
killed. Enemy lorscs are unknown,
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(c) An
During the month of Apri1, 116 company nizc oporatIons and
D-I.
361 platoon size ope-ations were conducted. Enemy losses di.iring the month of
April were 63 VC killed, 24 wounded, and six captured, Friendly losses were
eight CIDG killed, 30 CIDG, and five USASF personnel wounded. Two CMG were
missing in action. There were very few significant contacts during the month
of April.
On 10 April, one USASF and five MSF soldiers from Sa Huynh FOB, Quang Ngai
Province, triggered a pressure type mine which was a si-nal for ambush by
Two of the MSF soldiers were ,illed, The USASF
an unknown size VC force,
and the other three MSF soldiers were wounded0 Three M-16 rifleswere lost
and the 2'3ton trick in which the personnel were riding was destroyed. There
was one VC suspect detained.
On 12 April, a company stze reconnaissance in force operation from camp Ha
4 was ambushed by a VC squad from a distance of 15 meters. There
Tharth, A
were two CSF soldiers killed and 10 wounded,
On 13 April, an operation from Tien Phuoc, A-102, while conducting a bomb damage
assessment, discovered 19 VC killed by air and a large cache nine kilometers
southeast of camp Tien Fhuoc, The cache contained 20 plc_'s, 95PO chicom
grenades, 40 homemade grenades, 20 fragmntation rifle gr.nades, 50 US anti.-tank
rifle grenade, 47 RPG-7 rockets, two 57 m recoilless rifle rounds, eight 75 mm
recoilless ri^le rounds, 7,705 rounds of 12.7 mn ammunition, 22,000 rounds of
7.62 link ammunition, 23,000 rounds of 7.62 mm ammunition, 228 60 mm mortar
rounds, 17 120 mm mortar rounds, 285 82 mm mortar rounds, 139 pounds of explosives,
launchers, one 82 m .rtar tube and base
rocket
18 small arms, four RPG-2 60
mm mortars.
for
plate, and 20 sights
On 28 April, a platoon size operation from camp Ha Thanh, A104, was fired
upon by an estimated platoon of VC from a village at a distance of 50 meters.
There were seven VC killedi seven military structures and one ton of rice
were destroyed. Three USASF advisors were wounded.
During the early part of the reporting. n-riod (the Tet
(2XC)II CTZ.
offensive'), operations conducted by MSF aid CSF units within meJor populated
areas were highly successful° These forces proved to be flexible, responsive,
r yt &
ht .
and e 'ective vhen utilized in thc rolc of quick rcacton
should be emphasized, however, that these forces are not suited for employment
in sustained operations without support augmentation. All detachm3nts in II
A
CTZ completed a training program on the utilizatipn of anti-tank weapons.
total of 875 company size operations and 2137 platoon size operat-ons were
conducted during the reporting period, The authorization of oil Y3F company
per subordinate B detachment has enhanced reaction to intelligence within the
The NSF company at Ban Me Thuot, B-23, haa already been
B detachment areas.

employed into contact areas on four reinforcement/reaction missions.

The

reporting period has seen an increase in the number of operations conducted in
whiph MSF compaales were placed under the operational control of conventional
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IM units. In most o;.sos, the nrobl.ems that werc cncount.red were due mainly
to the conventional comiandorls lack of understpnd'nr of .he nroblems surrounding
the employ-lant of indigenous troons, To some extent, this problem is alleviated
by placing a liaison officer at the conventional unl.t h-edrniarters.
It was
found dur'.ng the quarter that 1.SF multi-company operations utilizing LRP assets
are highly desirable as a Dart of MSF operations. Several of these operations
were conducted during the reporting poriod under the control of a MSF command
element,
(a) Febm-ar.
During the month of February, 305 company size operations
and 790 platoon size operations were condvctedo Enemy 1-.es during, the month
were L92 VC killed, 25 wounded, Pnd 29 captured, Friendy losses were 45 CIDG,
two VNSF, and four USASF personnel kiied. There we",e 220 OlDG, two RF/PF two
VNSF, and h USASF personnel wounded during the month and one USASF was reported
missing in action. Significant actions are discussed in the summaries that
follow,
During the period 30 January to 6 FPbruary, Detach-,ent B-23 and other allied
forces were involved in the defense of the city of -an ie Thuot. Combined NVA
and VC forces conducted attacks by mortars," rockets, and ground assualtso On
four principal objectives, Dspac Sector Headquarterc, 23rd Division Tactical
Operations Center, National Police Headquarters, and the -)ro,.rince bank. A total
of forty-nine secondary targets were attaclked. The !,nemy destroyed approximately
one third of Ban Me Thuot city, Friendly Io~ses sustained by Special Forces
Detachment B-23 we-e one USASF and one IDQ. wounded.
Less than ]% damage was
suffered by the B-23 compound. Combined enemy losses due to all allied forces
were 994 killed and 117 wounded.
On 30 January at 0820 hours an operation which conaisted of one MSF company
from Company B Pleiku, deployed in the city of Pleiku end initiated contact
with an unknown size enemy unit, At 0945 hours another MSF company wa9 inserted
into the battle. Heavy resistance was encountered, Pid "street" fighting continued
the remainder of the day, Two additional 14SF companies arnd two platoons of NSF
soldiers entered into the battle before the day in-led. Enemy activity was quiet
during the night and MSF elements maintained a cordon around t.he city, The
fighting continued the next day, By 5 February, the city of Pleiku was secure,
Results were 57 WTA killed and 15 NVA captured,
Friendly losses were on* USASF
and five CIDG killed, ten USASF 4nd 16 CIOG 'ere wounded.
Ninetean weapons were
captured from the enemy.
During the period 30 January through 2 February, Kontum city (Detachlent B-24)
received numerous mortar and roc-et attacks accomnanied by comenany size probes.
In several instances the enemy penetrated the 3-2.4 compound perimeter but were
quickly repelled by supportinr gunships, Friendly Iobses were six CIDG killed.
There were also 19 U3SF, 13 US, and eiqht CIDG soldiers wounded. Enemy losses
were 110 NVA killed.
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On 6 February, a reaction force from Trang Phuc, A-233, which consisted of one
CSF co.mpany, two USASF and one VNSF, was fired on by an estimated company of
VC in the city of Dalat. An acchange of small a rms fire resulted in 22 VC
killed; twelve small. arms and three crew served weapons were captured. On the
same day another retction forne from An Lac, A-234, -,hich consisted of one OSF
company, two USASF and one VNSF, was inserted into Dalat. It was fired upon by
an estimated platoon of VC. When contact was broken, five VC had been lilled
and three weapons were captured. Friendly losses were two CSF soldiers wounded.
On 18 February, a CSF company from Luong Son,
of Phan Thiet, established heavy contact with
the contact were 35 killed. Three small qrms
captured. Friendly losses were two USASF and

A-237, which was deployed in defense
a VC battalion. Enemy losses during
anA t'-o crew served weapons were
one VNSF, and 23 CSF soldiers wounded.

A joint reconnaissance in force operation, which consisted of three CSF companies
fran Cung Son, A-221, Dong Tri, A-222, and Vinh Thanh, A-120, made contact on
23 February with an estimated VC battalion located ten kilameters north of Qui
Nhon. A firefight ensued and r'unshins, artillery, and airstrikes were cqlled
on the enemy locations. Twenty-three VC -ere killed And one wounded VC was
captured. Eight enemy weapons were seized. Friendly losses were five GSF soldiers
killed; four USASF and 14 CSF coldiers were wounded.
On 23 February, a combat reconnaissance platoon f rom Trnng Dung, A-502, ambushed
an estimated platoon of NVA nine kil~neters west of Nha Trang. Eight NVA were
killed and seven weapons were captured. One CIDG soldier was wounded.
(b) March. During the month of March, 29h company si7e operations and
630 platoo size operations were conducted. Enemy lessee during the month
were 280 VC killed, 26 wounded, and 21 captureO, Friendly losses were 59 CIDG
four TF/PF, four VNSF, and four USASF killed. Wounded inclnded 209 CIDG, nine
TU/PF, four VNSF and 22 USASF personnel. Summaries of the significaht contacts
follow.
On 16 March a platoon size reconnaissance in force operation from Dong Tre,
A-222, which was reacting to intelligence received from a prisoner, infiltrated
a village 30 kilometers northwest of Tuy Hoa. While searching the village, the
friendly force came under intense small arms fire. The CSF immediately returned
the fire and killed 12 VC.

On 24 March, a NSF company, which was committed as a reaction force north of the
city of Ban Me Thuot, made contact with an estimated company of NVA 20 kilometers
north of Ban Me Thuot. Small arms fire was exchanced and 'rnships placed
suppresive fire on the enemy positions. Nine NVA were killed and four weapons
were captured. On 25 March, the same MSF company located an estimrted two
NVA companies in a bunker complex 21 kilometers north of Ban Me Thuot. Tactical
air support was requested and received. Later another MS3 company was
inserted to reinforce the element in contact. Friendly losses in this contact
were one USASF killed, and two US3F avd eight NSF soldiers wounded.
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A company siv reconnaissance in force operation from Duc Lap A-239, made
contact on 2" M rch with an estimated battalion of NVA 40 kilometers southwest
of Ban Me Thuot. A fire fight developed anA airstrikes were called on enemy
positions. Twenty TA were killed and six weapons were seized. Friendly losses

were one COP suldier killed and seven wounded.
Also on 29 March, a platoon size oneration from Dong Tre, A-222, ambushed an
unknown size VC unit 40 kilometers northwest of Nhy Hoa. Small arms fire i as
exchanged and 20 VC were killed. One carbine was captured.
(c) aill. During the month of April, 276 company size operations and
717 platoon size operations were conducted. Enemy losses were 130 enemy killed
25 wounded and 20 captured. Friendly losses included 31 CIDG, two VNSF, and
one JSASF killed; 121 CID, three VNSF, and three USASF were wounded. Summaries
of significant actions fdllow.
On 10 April, the lead element o' a compnny size operatfon from Cung Son, A-221,
activated a booby trap 45 kilometers west of Tuy Hoa. The resnlting exolosion
wounded nine CSF soldiers.
A company of VC supported by mortars overran a hasty ambush position occupied
by a company size operation from Nhon Co, A-235, on 10 Anril. Friendly losses
were one USASF and three CSF s ldiers killed and 12 CSF soldiars wounded. .One
VC was killed and one weapon was captured.
On 18 April a company size operation from Mang Buk, A-246, received small arms
fire from a village located l' kilometers north of Man Bud. The SF immediately
conducted a sweep of the village and captured 21 VC. Two VC were killed and
two were wounded,
Contact with two NVA was initiated by a company size clearing operation from
camp Phu Tuc, A-224, from a distance of ten meters on 20 April. The NVA broke
contact and fled north. The operation was in pursuit when it located a weapons
cache that contained 39 small arms, three crew served weapons, and assorted

ammnitioa.
On 24 April, a company size operation from canp Vinh Thanh. A-120, round a
CaCICe 81e WIl4Ull uULnbaiid uhe following iu mjs; 22 louolds ofU6 y, mortar
ammunition, four cases of blasting caps, nine anti-tank mines, and six cases
of AZ-47 anmunition. The CSF mowd from the area of the cache and were ambushed
by an unknown number of VC who broke contact and withdrew north. There was one
CSF soldier wounded.
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(30 I CTZ. The intensity of enemy actions during the Tat offensive did
not directly affect any operational A or B detachments.
rhe VC/1vA' increased
harassing actions against many USASF/VWSF installations within III CTZ, but
launched no major ground attaclks against any camp. Generally, the most
significant result of the VC Tat offensive was the temporary interdiction of
ovcrlarnd routes of coumnication from subordinate detachme ts to Co.pany A,
Bien Hoa. The Tet offensive and the subsequent tank attack on the Lang Vai
SF camp in I CTZ caused Company A to conduct a study on anti-tank defense
procedures and capabilities. Anti-tank defense measures were initiated in
those camps particularly threatened by armor attack. Each of these camps,
formed and trained a minimum of ten tank-killer teams. Company A operations
were highlighted by operations RAPIDFIRE VII and VIII conducted by Detachment
1 36 in response to missions assigned by CG, 11 FFV. These operations are
c.scussed in the Special Operations portion of this report. In addition four
multi-cumpanl helimobile operations (Verdun, Tamatta Shanee, Thrasher II, and
Thrasher III) were conducted. These operation- In-olved MSF companies from
A-302 and two CSF companies.
There were a total of 1452 company size day
operations conducted throughout the III CTZ during the reportinc period
including 58 airmobile operntions. The construction of the n7w Special Forces
camps at Duc Hue, A=351, TheiftNgon, A-323, and Katum, A-322, continues.
(a) February, During the month of Februnry a total of 1U12 company size
operations were conducted which accounted for 139 enemy killed and nine captured.
Friendly losses were 17 CIDG killed, 164 CIDG wounded, nine USA3F, and two VNSF
'personnel wounded.
The significant contacts during February follow.
On 1 February,Camp Thein Ngn, Detac-iment A-323, Tay Ninh Province, received
an estimated 105 rounds of 82 mm mortar fire from a location north of the camp.
Five US engineers and two CSF soldiers were wounded. The engineers were attached
from the 588th Engineer Battalion for the purpose of camp construction. In
another mortar attack on 8 Febriary, Camp Tnien Ngon receives approximately 20
rounds of 82 Tum mortar fire from the east, west, and southeast at a range of
1500 to 2000 meters. Ten more CSF soldiers were wounded in this attack.
On 10 February, a combined road clearing and security operation, which consisted
of CSF elements from Camp Trang Sup, A-301, Camp Thien Ngon, A-323, and elements
of the 588th US Engineer Battalion, were ambushed by a VC company on highway
22, approximately 25 kilometers northwest of Tay Ninh. The enemy opened fire
he
wt tonatowapo-, rockete-, and grenades from both --ides of tho roadresults of the ambush were one US engineer and one CSF soldier killed, 20 US
engineers and one CSF soldiers wounded one US engineer captured (con-firmcd),
and one US engineer missing in action (possibly captured). One tractor towed
dirt scraper was destroyed
On 15 February, another road clearing and security
operation from Camp Thien Ngon, supported by engineers from the 588th US
Engineer Battalion, was again ambushed by an estimated VC company on highway 22,
32 kilometers northwest of Tay Ninh city, After a fifteen minute fire fight,
the enemy broke contact and withdrew east, The results of this encounter were
10 US enineers killed and' one USASF advisor, two CSF soldigrs, and seven US
engineers wounded.
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On 22 Februa-,

a company size reconnaissance in force opeatlon from Ben So
which was reinforced by RF elenerts, engaged a reinforced 7C company 20
kilometers southwest of Tay N{inh city. Friendly forces initiated contact with
the enemy who were occupying defensive positions 100 eters awry and were
a2ned with AK-47 riflesmoRrG rocl¢ets, 60 mm mortars, 1MG's, and assorted small
arms. They were dressed in the conventional black pajama uniform. '-Friendly
forces were reinforced by one CSY company from Den Soi and one CSF company
frgm Trang Sup, A-301. An intense two and one half hour firefight ensued before
the VC broke co itact an w;ithdrew to the soutwest. Friendly losses were one
'IF soldier killed, two CSF and three RF soldiers wounde,. Eight enemy were
killed and 13 small arms were captured.
On 26 February from positinns located 32 kilometers west of Song ib city, a
company size reconnaissance in force operation from camp BtLu
Dop, A-341, Phuoc
Long Province ambushed a solid green, 21 ton NVA military truck. The truck
wa loaded with troops and was moving south toward the Cambodian border. The
enemy truck was halted precisely in t'e .,bush "killing zone" and was caught
in & deadly crossfire from 1--79 grenade launchers and automatic small arms fire.
One USASF and one OSF soldier were wounded. Seventeen NVIA were killed and two
wounded. Sixteen small arms and two crew served weapons were captured. The
2 ton truck was totally destroyed.
On 25 February, a company size operations departed camp Ben Soi, A-321 in
reaction to intelligence information obtained, from the vii]aFers of Phuc Tan.
Border crossers stated that tanls ha) been observed on the Cambodian side of
the Sot camps. On 26 February, one Cd? was left to secure a rally Doint
while two recon platoons moved west to set up ambush positions. While moving
toward the proposed ambush positions, the lead CRP observed an estimated VC
company and three tanks in a bivrouac position. The VC were standing around
camp fires. The tanks were p-,red and t'eir
motors were turned off. No
enemy security elements were posted. The two recon platoons deployed on line
and moved silently toward- the ane y position, The friendly force advanced to
within 20 meters of the enemy and took up firine nositionso The thren tanks
were south of the main bivouac are, and the nearest one was 175 meters from
friendly element. A CRP platoon leader readied an M-72 LAW for firing and took
a- i on the near tank while instructions -ere passed to open fire when the senior
LiASF advisor fired the first shot. When the U3ASF advisor fired, al friendlies
opened fire simultaneously. The VC were caught completely by surprise. The
M-72 LAW hit the near tank 6t the base of the turret and caused a larpe
secondary explosion. A fire glow of multi-colored tracer rounds burst from the
top of the turret. The remaining two tanks started their enFines and withdrew
west across the Cambodian border. By then the VC had reorganized and had
begun to return automatic weapons fire and RPG-2 fire. The firefight continued
for 30 minutes when the VC broke contact and withdrew west. The two CRP's
then began withdrawing to the rally point when one CSF reported seeing a half
track type vehicle with a quad-50 mounted on it, During the process of
with2"awing they were engaged by an estimated two companies of VC. A 10 minute
firefight ensued and two CSF were wounded,
The CSF then broke contact and
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I .IAI. waso
au
another 30 minutes as the entire friendly force withdrew0 Ha-int. expended
all ammunition, the CSF returned to camp. Friendly losses were two CSF
wounded. Enemy losses were one tankc (believed to be a PT-76) heavily damaged,
if not destroyed. An estimated 30 VC were killed or wounded, but enemy losses
could-not bh confirmed.
One AK-h7 rifle was capturedo

On 28 February, Camp Bunard, A-344, Phuoc Long Pro-ince, received approximately
20 rounds of 82 m mortar fire, which inpacLed in the inner perimeter.
The
camp returned fire with mortar and artillery. After a ten minute exchange of
fire, the enemy withdrew. Fift en OSF sold 1er were wounded during the attack.
(b) March. During the m-nth of March, the number of operations conducted
increased substantially -over the meber of con-ucted during February. Hoever,
the number of ene'r contacts and enemy killed were only one half as much as
they were for the =nnth of February. A total of 55 company eise operations
were conducted durini, the month of March and a-counted for 69 enemy killed and
23 enety captured. Friendly losses were 48 C]]EO end one VNSF killed, 129 CDG,
sii VNSF, and three USASF wounded, and four CImr missing in action.

On 3 March, a company size reconnaissance in force ooe-nton from camp Chi Linh,
A-333, engaged an estimated platoon of VC 33 kilometers soitheast of H1on Quan
city. A brief exchange of fire ensued before the ene-r- broke contact and
withdrew north. Friendly losses were two CSF sold er wounded. Enemy losses
were one VC wounded, nnr 41,500 rounds of small arms ammunition, forty two 82 m
mortar rounds 57 pounds of explosives, and three bicycles captured, twelve
uicycles and 15 pounds of expiosives wesn destroyed.
On 8 March, a company nIze operation from camp Katti,

A-322, received 20 rounds
of 82 mm mortar fire from a position approximately hO kilometers northwest of
Tay Ninh city. Friendly losses were eight CSF soldiers killed and 10 wounded.
A company size reconnaissance in force operation from camp Tra Cu, A-352, was
engaged by an stnate platoon of VC on 2.0 March in an area 1L kilometers
west of Due Hoa city. The enemy initiated the contact with small arms, which
included automatic weapons, and M-79 grenade launchers, from a distance of
2DO meters. The friendly force returned fire and assaulted the enemy position.
A FAC was on station and light fire teanw were reniesRd
In addition. A
r~action force was dispatched from camp Tra Cu to assist the element in contact.
Before a link,up could be established the reaction force made contact and
became heavily engaged with an estimated VC battalion. Link-up was never
established and the friendly forces broke contact after a four hour engagement
and returned to camp. Tactical air, supported by light fire teams, placed
airstrikes on the enemy while the 'riendly forces witnrirewo Friendly losses
were 13 CSF soldiers killed, seven wounded, one missing and two individual
waapons io- t. Enemy losses were four VC ]iL9. , A FAC bomn assessmlent
credited 52 mere VC killed by air.
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On 34 Ma-ch; camp Katuz,

A-322, received approximately 1M rounds of 120 mm

.caliber. The nerly fire cmo from the southeast at an estimated range of
2,500 meters. The camp r. turnod fire with mortar and artillery and called
tactical air in support. The results were eight CSF soldiers killed and 25
wounded,
On the followin.r day, five more C1F soldiers were wounded when the
camp received 21 rounds of 82 mm mQrt r fire,
On 16 March9 a compapy size operation from camp Bi Dop, A-341, ambushed two
NVA trucks from a distance of 25 meters approximately 33 'cflometers northeast
of Sung Be city, After a short fire fight, the enemy broke contact and fled
on foot., Friendly losses were one CSF soldier wounded.
Two NVA were Ikilled
and one individual weapon was captured, Two 3/4 ton trucks were destroyed.
On 16 March, a NSF company size reconnaissance in force operation from Detachment
B.-36 found a cache 17 kilometers west-northwest of Duc Hoa city. Tha cache
contained 25 indi- ideal weapons, one crew served werpon, twenty-six 60 MM
mortar roimds, 80 chicom gren.-des, two US claymores, 300 pounds of medical
supplies, and five pounds of documaents.
Heliborne opo!ration Verdun wrs conducted during the period 19 March to 23 March
in the area northeast of Loc Ninh and southwest of Bu Dop, Four MSF companies
apd two CSF coTnanies comprised the two task forces. On 19 March, the friendly
element was engaged by an estimated VC platoon frnm a distance of 150 meters
approximately 25 kilometers north-northwest of H{on Qban city. After a brief
fire fight, the enemy broke contact and withdrew north. Friendly losses were
two CSF soldiers ?illed. Enemy losses were nine VC killed, two VC captured,
and six samll arms captured.
Heliborne operation Tamatta Shanne was conducted from 23 'arch through 28 March
iii the southwestern portion of Phc Long Province,
The operation was conducted
by two task for-a which operated from separate patrol bases, Contacts however,
were few and small. Total enemy losses were six VC killed and one VC wounded.
Friendly casualties were one 1F soldier killed, one USASF and six MSF soldier
wounded. Approximately 169000 pounds of bagged rice, one 500 pound bomb, 12
bicycles, and 30-40 heavy bunkers were destroyed,
On 27 March0 a company size reconnaissance in force operation from camp Thien
Ngon. A-3231. was engaged by an unknown size VC force armed with semi-mitoatic
and automatic small arms 37 kilometers north-northwest of Tan Nina city. The
friendly force split into two elements. The smaller element broke contact and
moved with their wounded to an extraction LZ which was located one mile southeast
of the contact area. The main element was surrounded and in heavy contact. A
standby company from camp Thien Ngon was inserted into the area to reinforce
the element in contact, Later in the day, all friendly forces broke contact
and were extracted from the area by helicopter, Friendly losses were three
CSF soldiers killed 27 wounded, three CSF missing, and three helicopters
damaged by ground fire. Had friendly forces not received superior fire support
17
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when it was required, the superior small arms firenower of the VC -qould have
led to a major loss of friendly forces0
On 27 MVarch, a company of CSF from camp Tong Le Chon, A-33h, was inserted into
an area 20 kilometers east of Hon Quan to act as a rear reaction force for
Detachment B.56, which was in heavy contact. Shortly thereafter, the operation
The VC
became engaged in a contact initiated by a reinforc,d VC company,
utilized RPG rockets, mortars, and small arms from a distance of approximntelv
10 meters. After a 90 minute exchange of fire, the friendly element broke
contact under the cover of gunships and artillery. The results of this operation
were five CSF soldiers killed, two U.SASF, one YNSF, and 13 CSF soldiers wounded.

Enemy losses Wiere five VC killed,
(c)

A

During the month of April there were 519 company size operations

and a total of 137 enemy killed and 10 captured. Friendly losses were four
USASF killed, seven USASF wounded, one VNSF killed, seven VNSF rounded, 60 CIDG
killed, 135 GIG wounded, and 19 C1GO missing in action. Operations during
April were oriented toward increased border surveillance and interdiction of
enmy line of communications.

On 5 April: camps Duc 11ue ,nd Tra Cu condi cted a cobined Helimobile operation,
Land Rover III, in Hlau'Nghia Province. This operation was in direct response to
intelligence stating that a large VC bane area was located north northwest of
Tra Cu. Upon insertion, the first friendly element established a blocking force
and shortly thereafter spotted approxinntely 100 VC armed with automatic weapons.
The blocking force itnediately took the VC unit under fire and moved out in
pursuit of the VCo. The second friendly element was then inserted to block
the VC avenue of escape. Ginships and artillery we-e called in aid an intensive

firefight ensued,

The initial blocking force elemnent became pinned down by an

estimated VC company in well fortified bun' er positions, LFT's concentrated
on freeing this entrapped element but were una'l]e to suppress the enemy'9e fire
superiority, AlE Slgrraiders and FlO jets conducted airstries, Heavy contact
still continued for the remainder of the day. At anproximately sunset the VC
broke contact and the friendly forces were extracted. The final results were
one US pilot and one CSF soldier killed, two US helicopter crewmen, two USASF,
one VNSF and six DSF soldiers wounded, ,n,3 four CSF missingin action. Eneny
losses were 16 VC killed and six weapons captured, FAC eat'm*ted that an
-W airstrikc,. One no,!-.,orthy observation during
adii.ional
VC w-,re kilie
TO
.n was able to withstrnd bombardment by
the contact was that the VC buni-ne
500 pound bombs and heavy artillery with no apparent effect on its occupants.
On 6 April,. a comnanv of CSF soldiers fiam camp Thien NIon, A-323, moved from
their overnight position located aoproximtel>v five kilometers north of camp
Thien Ngon. After a one hour march, hey ,ere ambushed by an estirated eneny
Intense automatic
company., which .,as set up in an "L" shaped ambush position,
weapons fire and B-hO rockets -uere recelved fromi the front and from the left
flank. Artillery was called in on the ambush positions and the friendly element
An artillery
broke contact and withdrew to the r.iosest LZ to evacnate wounded.
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a1irossrver a-rived and adjusted the artillery while contact was being broken.
Friendly losses were four GSF soldiers killed 9 28 CSF soldiers wounded, and one

USASF slightly wounded0

Enemy casualties are unknown.

On 8 ApriN camp KaLum, A. 322, received 1' rounds of 82 in, mortar fire from a
The five rounds which imreacted inside the
location southeast of the camp.
camr, killed nine CSF soldiers and wounded one 1tASF and three CSF soldiers.
Lat, on the same day, camp Katin received an unknown type of munition
containing a riot control type gas. The gas had a moderate effect on the
camp personel. On the following day, 50 rounds of 82 mm mortar fire were
received and one USASF adviscr was wounded.
On 20 April at 0305 hours, camp Tra Cu, A--352, began receiving incoming RG-7,
B-409 75 rn RR and 82 mm mortnr rounds in. and aroind t'e camp, The fire came
from three directions; from the west, across tUha onen prou-d. fria the north,
across the Vam Co Dong Rivor, and- thu
,
east across the Binh Gay Canal, At
200330 hours a ground attack was launched from the west and continued until
0430 when the main VC force withdrew on all sides, At one point in the ground
attacle a VC squad reached the camp inner perimeter bern and five VC almost
gained access into the inner compound. They were inxediately repulsed by CSF
personnel. One CSF member had refused to fire on the atta -ers and attempted
to turn a .30 caliber MG into the inner .-ompound, but he was apprehended before
this act could be completed. It was later determined that a 'arge VC infrastructure
did exist within the camp, Those VC suspects w-re apprehended the next day.
The VC were unable to succeed in their attempt to overrun the camp and it is
belleved tahey were relying( heavily on the help that they expected to receive
from within the camp itself, The results of the attack were 68 VC killed, one
VC captured, four VC suspects captured, Jh weapons, nunerous munitions and two
pounds of documents captured. Friendly losses were six CSF killed, five %NSF,
and 13 CSF 'wounded and one CSF missing. The deciding factor in spoiling this
attack was the tremendous support received from fi.areship ani Spooky aircraft.
These support elements arrived on site minutes after the attack was launched,
On 26 April. a company size clearing opu;ration item Camp Thien Ngon, A-323,
was engaged by an estimated VC companyj with automatic weapons and RHI fird
from a distance of ten meters0
Thu contact occurred 36 kilometers nnrthwest
of Tay Ninh City, Friendiy forces returned fire, then broke contact to call
artillery on enemry positlons,
After a tiro hour engn.nen% friendly forces
withdrew to a landing 7one to evacuate rne.r -,ounded. Frindly loses were
one USASF and eight CSF soldiers wounded, an,. 13 CSF soldiers missing in action.

t
"

On 30 April9 camp Ben Soi, A.-321, received 15 rounds of 82 mn mortar fire and
smafl aris fire from the east. The camp returned fire with mortars and
artillery. Friendly losses were one CSF u&Idier killed, three USASF and 19
CSF soldiers nounded,

i9
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4L&L'JIV CTZ.
The initial onslaught iif the Viet Cong Tat offensive in the
operattpnal area of Company D saw major attacks conducted against US/fVN forces
and facilities at Moo 11ca, Chau Doc, and Gao Lanh,
Primarily in reaction to the
Tot offensive, the past quarter began with significant increases in friendly
wa.all unit and special operations, Consequeitly, the number of significant
contacts and subsequent results also increased. As the offensive ended, the
Viet Cong returned to safer operational and base areas only to be hit and
harassed in March and April by rapidly expanded friendly operations. As a
resu-t of the new company saturation patrollini! policy which requires each
camp to maintain an operation (the size of which varies from squad to multicompany) in all portions of their TAOR at all tines, a 500% increase in these
patroi operations has resutlted since the progrim was initiated on I February.
At the same time, a 50% increase in company size operations has been noted.
The major result of these operations has been the destruction or capture of
large amounts of Viet Cong s'nnnlies. Since I Fehnarv, units subordinate to
Company D have conducted .1761 company, 8381 platoon and 11 squad size operations.
141 friendly initiated contacts were made, A special operttion, coded SNAmIA,
was inserted in iea T uoig and Kien Phong Provinces 'ith 130 MSF and nine
Americans. Its mission was to conduct guerrilla operations, interdict known
land and water infiltration routes and conduct search and destroy Qperations
against knon and suupecned VC installations. Three separate phases of this
operation have been inserted to date. Another special onerntion, coded NEWPORT,
was inserted on 1) March 1968 with 10 MS? and six USASFo Its AO was in Klen
Giang Province, south of Vinh GiaJ Its mission was to interdict VC communication
and supply routes in the area and to conduct search and destroy operations
against known and suspen ted VC installationa. Phase I of the oneration ended
on 28 March with negative results. Phase iI of this operation comnenced on
10 April 1968 under the cods SL2'DGFHAMI4ER. Two 14SF and two CSF companies were
conmitted to the operational area. Delta Falcon ope-ations began in IV Corps
in mid-March. The uperations were initiaiy condueted in the Klen Tuong area
by troops from A .h2 and A-4 33 and later in Kien Giang Province by CSF and
MSF troops from Detachment A- 1 21 and B-O40 respectively. The basic concept of
this operation is to seek out and destroy VC base areas, resupnly points, and
infiltration routes using Cobra Gonships. Once a fix is made on a V position,
reaction troops are immediately brought in by UH-ID helicopters to engage any
VC in, the area and assess the damrage and losses sustained by the enemy. The
strong point of this operation is its mobility and qnuick reaction time. Results
uring a Two week op)erAT,3,'1A.L period, for example,
d
~ b D~
6v fat llav-F ee
it netted 18 VC killed, ah captured, 15c saxmpans damaged or destroyed, 53
buildings destroyed, three weapons, food, documentb, and medical sapplies
raptured,
Friendly losos w.re four CF wounded.
Twoyo
comnornies of MSF are now
If contact is made with
on const.ant stan6by foi the Delta Falcon proloct.
a sufficiently large VC forcp, additional troops from the'nearest "A" Camp
in April, Company D estrblished a Forward Operations
may also be committed
Center (FOC) at Cac Lamh, The FOC will consolidate and monitor all Special
Forces Onera'ional ilo!norto to the )0,h STZ and Company D. 5th SFGA.
In addition,
the FOC will consolidate -ivi procesh all Special Forces requests for tactical
all- and tactical he-Lcopter support,

The IOC will have an intelligence section
2C0
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which will consolidate all intelligence received from the P detachments and
forward it to Company D and the hith STZo To supervise the FOG, the position
of §ompany D Deputy Copmander- has been estaIli.shed
The Denuty will be
assigned to the FOC on a nenranent hsiSo jri. addition, the GO, USASF Company
D and th6 GO, VNSF Detachment C-14 wi.ll commute to 0 ao Lanh on a daily basis
to coordinate Special Forces con land and operational mitters with the Senior
Advisor and the Coimand ,r hhth STZ,
The construction of camp Thanh Tri,
A-4hl has progressed rapidly since its insertion ofi 15 March 1968. Construction
continues on camp My Dicn II within the month of May, My Dien II is expected
to become fully operational, running regnlar operatiors throuchout its TAOR.
(a) February.
During the month of February a total of 395 conranv size
operations and 1738 platoon size ooeratIons were conducted. Enemy losses were
387 killed, 20 wounded, rnd 91 capture.d,
Friendly losses included h6 CIDG,
1i0
-FiPF,
and two 11SF killed, Wc'nded in ac'.ion uepe 120 C;I<,
35 RF/T,
six VNSF, and 21 USA3F personnel. Significant cnntacts follow,
During the period 29 January
5 February, Copaur D nnd the Can The airfield
co.pTlex received annroxinntoiv 150',5 rounds of ceqyn i-Liirect fire. On the
morninr
of 32 January5 Company D anr3 the city of Can The came under attack.
Heavy fighting continued in the city; until - ;'ebruary, A mrtar attack, which
was directed at the Conpany D opound or; 2 Febrnrv,
esrulted in tree USASF
wounded,
A fire that resulted !n the S! storane was extingu'shed after only
a slight loss of equinnent,
On t February, the civ of Can Tno was secured and
friendly units were in light..:o'!t~ct "tt-h the VC on the outer edgres of the city.
DuLing the period, a total of 06 local ci')iians were killed ,nd 548 homes or
?tructures were destroyei,
Frui-ndly fozces suffered 24 PF/PF, Ii? ARVN, and 12
ARVN Rangers ki'lled 6
On 31 Janur- at OltShcurs, UT chient 3 42 and the city of' Chu Doc came under
attack by an estimated reinforced VC compny.
Initially the city was infiltrated
bhy sl.all groups which estsblzshed themselves in key locations ,hich enabled
them to take control over the mnpjority of the city. Mass casualties and
extensive damate to the city mounted aftr
four days of fl -btinr, Approximately
1/h of tne city (1239 homes was de.Lroycd by fire, The PRI1 in conjunction
with the S3AL s foned small well armed fire teams and cleared the majority of
the key positions held b-- the enemy.
Ch 2 February, the VC began to withdraw
uy
1i±.g
Ci~ua.i,
as never, PrJ.eniiy
losces a ring the f*ightinF wore twro US,
56 RF/F'F, three PRU, and over .00 civilians killed, Three US, 100 RP/FF, and
over 100 civilians were w'ounoed,
The enemy lost 12 VC killed -nd an unknown
number ware wounded, Three I-cy enemy leaders 7nd 20 weanons were captured,
O, ? Fobruar-r at OhO hours, Detacnmen B.-41 an! the ci ty of Moc flca came
under a mortar and round attack !-' an cstimate1- two "'C battalions,
Heavy
fighting continued throughon, the mornin -fith
f
sporadic nirefirrhts reported
durint the afternoon., ?y "; Feblaxnr,, the frhtin- has dwindled to light sniper
fire within t:- city, Fr;ond!y Soases were three RF, three C2,F four AMIf,
three Uatonair Police and seven civihans kiied, One CSI, four US, 16 ARVN,
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An additional 80 VC dead were bu.ited ,not US confirmed), and 87 weapons were
captured.

S

On 7 February,, an esftLmated VC Battalion attacked the cit-r of Cao Lanh and
t.he B-43 compoand°

*

A three hour and 30 mrnete fire_ phi, ensued and ended with

the VC breaKing contact and withdzawing in all directions. Enemy Losses were
4i VC killed and 4c weapons captured. Friendly losses were two MACV advisors,
one ARVNQ and five H!PF soldiers killed, and 13 MACV advisors, two USASF9 two
VNSF, and 25 RF/PF soldiers wounded.
On 9 Febroary9 * reconnaissane j11fQo-ce cpcwahiicn.
ioh consisted of three
one CSF capan% one ''iP, or;e MACV advisor, an(. one AT)Y battalion from
Cao Lanh, came in contact wtth an estiated
VG companies,
A heavy fi-refight
developed and at 1[30 hours the 44th STZ assumed control over the operations.
At 1305 hours the ARVII battalion was ord"ered) to ulthdraw. One CSF company and
one UV? renained in contact. At 18-20 hours the two friendly elements withdrew
aand the operation was terrinated. Results o" this action we-e i6 VC kill.ed,
one VC captured, and five weapons caml.'red. Friendlly losses were one RF and
three AWN soldiers'kiiled, and three GSF, one 117, and 11 AWN soldiers wounded,

On 14 February a platoon si7n onnrn.ion fra-n coma Pinh ThAnh 'r-on, A413,
initiated cont-ot with an et'anated V pattoon 15 kilometers northwest of
Mo0 loa, A fire Light between the two f'orces ended W"ith the VC breaking contact.
Pesults of the engag' ment
27 VC ki-led, two VC cap',ired, one 60 mm mortai,
1ers
one AK--7 assault riflo one P;ZC-5 rzadio, 100 roiinds of 60 nm mortar ammunition,
ho RPG-2 rockets, and miscellanoouus eq--innt captured. Friendly losses were
.one CSF soldier kllled an, tnes C1? sol rs (-ounded.
On 18 Februaiy the Company D compound in Can The cane under mortar and recoilless
rifle attack. Ihe disnensarv received a direct hit, The resulting fire
completely destroyed the despensary and the adoining,medical sunly warehouse.
The fire also caused h,!avyj damage to the anm room and destroye' a large number
of cr6 w served weapons nrid
small arms.
On 21 February, Detachtent B-LI in Moc Hoa uncovered a VC cache site only 200
eerd

flom

thuir- conpeund.
I

T.

c .

.

o.a.dn
.

.e

eXUmr.I, I

1lo, -it of

mortar recoilless rifle ELrwuiit'on, aLtomatit and semi-alitorlatic weapons,
-de=o.btion medical s-nIies, and signal equipment+ Extraction wf's slow due
to the presence of VS booby traps.
On 26 February, a reconnaissance in force opratinn consisting of two CSF
companies and one RF company from Thuong Teoi, A-1L'3
initiated contact with
an estimated 150 VC in dug-in positions five kilometers north of Hong Nhu°
Friendly elements assaulted the VC positionsr an4 we'e sunnorted bI,105 mm
howitzer and 4.2 inch mortar fire, The friendly elements became pinned down by
a heavy volume of eneo- fire. Two air st.ikes werr- delivered on the VC position,
Gunship SUpfnor1 !- requested hut denied. & second assault was attemuteA, but
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the friendly elements again w e pinned dovm , After an etrht hour fre 1"i'ht,
the friendly elements oroke contact. Because of the impen,.ng darkness and
lack of runship support, the operation returned to base camp, Eneiry casualties
could not, be confir.ned; however., an estimated 10 VC were killed an] another
wounded0 Seventy structures an4 IC sampans we-a destroyed. Friendly
casualties were two USF soldiers killed and three wounded,
(b) March0 flurlne the month of March, a total of 577 comnanv size
operations and 3241 platoon size operations were conducted. Enemy losses were
195 killed, 72 woundea., and 74 captured. triendity losses included 12 CIDG
and 57 RF/PF killed. A total of 1.30 CIG_ .
iSh/PF' one VNSr, and 13 USASF
were wounded, Su -maries of si.nificant contacts follow,
On 7 Narch, two CSF platoons from camp Kinh Quar !I, A-412, ambushed a VC
squad and kllled seven VC. Two Russian carbi'nes were captured
On 13 March, NSF operation Newport commenced when one MSF comnany was airlanded
into an LZ 11 kilometers southwe9t of camp Vinh Gia, A-1h9. Thir mission was
to interdict enemy logistical activirie, in the area0
On the morning of 15
March, contact was establised with a VC squad and sporadic contact with small
enemy units continued throur-hout the day.
Q',nshins placed fire at 1145 hours
on enemy positions nnd initiated a ser-ies of secondary exnlosions which lasted
for 90 minutes, Apparently a large VC cache site was destroyed. At 1955 hours,
the friendly elements received 6O mm moitar fire w-hich was folloed by a ground
Results of this action were one USASF and
attack by an estiLmated VO batcrwion,
three ,SF' scoJ.iers w;anded.
On 14 Narch, elements of a MSF company partic.ipating in oneretion Snakeman were
ambushed by an unknown number of VC ho kilometers northwest of lio Hoa, One
USASF and eight SP soidiars were wounded.
Two VC were killed in the engagement
and a search of the ambush site the followin- day indicated that several VC
bodies had been carried away during the night,
On 14 Maxch, one MSF company and one (:F company departed on an oreration to
relocate camp Moc Hoa, A-U4o During that eek Detachment A-4).12, Phu Quoe
Island9
IV CTE GIDG Training Center) was relocated to camp To Cheu, Detachments
A402 and A.h03 and their ISF assets were relocated from To Chau to Moe Hoa,
On 1 Mar-h, a rcconnaissance in fozce operation, which consisted on one CSF
company3 two CRP, four USASF, and four 1qNSF from ca-p Cat Cal, A-h31, initiated
contact with two enemy platoons 16 kiloi.eters northwest of Moe Hlog, The enemy
were believed to be NVA. A one hour and hO minute fire fight terminated after
the enemy broke contact and withdrew across the corder into Cambodia.
They
carried a number of their dead with them. Three enemy bodi es and three M-3.
rlfes were left on the battlefield, If the enemy eicountered were in fact
NVA, this woald mark the first :-Ln-e Lontact was established with an NVA unit
by IJASF adv.sed forces in IV CTZ.
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On 17 Matc(hi

two CSE

corpnon,a3

from camp T%-

Qu-,

!I.,

with one VO1squad 35 1itlomret.-rs northeast of Sn flec.

exchanged and the VC attempted to flee soutI'.

VC captured.

One

8

Marchi, one CSF company from

&

Lii

SmnaU arms fire was

Results of this contact were 11I
acting as a Delta Falcon

cearo Ea XeaLt,

reaction forc;e, conduicted a raid on a vC base area 45 kidirineters south of' Ca-u
A 15 minute exchange of' fire oc-IiicF 4 before the(, VC brokce contact and fled
Doe.
north6at. Resuilts of this action no) 'e iu VC killed, Five snail arms,
assorted small armis anuninition, conamrnicatkons enulmennt, nrMcal equinment,
Destro-yed were 1,000 kilograms of' rice, 500
and documents were captured0
kil1ograms; of ri 6 fish, 20 ,,mrians, and 25 structures.

On 25 March, two GEE platoons from cantp Ba Xoal, A i2l, inlitiated contact with
two VC platoons duiring a reconnaissance in force operation condotcted 4*5
The friendly forces assaulteid and overran the
kilometers west of Long Xuyen.
VC positions after a 15 minute firofyg-ht, Four VO were Iilend; nine VO and two
Tvwenty structuires and 52 samripons were destroyed, 148
weapons were captured0
Two CSF soldiers were wounded during, the action,
saanpans were damaged.
ic)~prl.Duni g the mponth of Ap.rit 5 a total of 799 company size
Enemy losses were
operations andh 3353 platoon gi--,c operAtions were con' 2 ucted,
lossesn wel-e 69 cur,, 21
257 killcd, 4h wounded, and 129 L trdFriendly
Eish.y--.-x OIDO, 86 TZW7PF, and five
RF /FT one ITN3F, and one *TEASE kiIlI'AL
USASF personnel, were woundled 0 oeranaxl§:-c of sigrnifi ant cotcsfollow,
P, April". cx 10 1,S9F Ce- pany on. opo',-at Lon Snakemin encouinte-red thiree ITOplatoons
forceid the VS3 to
140 kcilometers, northwest. cC Ho. line, A faur21ce 9 irfiitwithi-4r-w toward the Canibadian bor-ier. A sw o f' tIhe a--ta conined iS5 VO
kcillid.
One USASE and! fouir (5SF soldiers were w-ound'ocn,
On

Three GEE platoons fror: Camp Ba Xo)ai., P.41n( and coNSF platoon we'-e inserted
on 7 Aoril into an are a 50 kiLonuitcrs niorthwest of (,nchI Oia in rr-?spense to a
dlv elements
Pda interrogation report, The YJ actud as a Fuidoe ard Thri the trio
O,a
followina, mor-iV-r thie op-ration
to a large arms and amnnition cacho,
located a second -ache in the samqe r-Id' j ty. Enuinruent oapr,Omred eonjisted of'
29 rew serve-d ieaperxs, 191 snail arms weapons, 230 mortar rounids 0 161 57 smm
l Of smlall
ronds
237Of
recolleoss rifle rounds, S-7j4 RWM-2 and IZT0-.7 ractots, /'A
anrvit airwunI.ioun, 18 anti pnro:onnnl sines3, e-iyht casesi of medical equipment, and
one 8 mm mqrtar bipod.
On 11 Apri-I a joint re-connaissance in force ope-ra-ion, whach ;onsisted of
four CS-F companies, two GRE-a5, fo-ur PS3ASk, and 3iix MWS from camoe Kinh Quan
14A 1412 , nrd My Da, A-433 ' initilted -o'cLact with one VO platoon 32 kilanctcrs
north of- Viol, tong, After a brief exchangeu of fire, the '10 broke contact and
an(" four were vounided in the contact,
w~ithd enieast. OnIe tSPF 3oldicr was.3 ?
Three hours later, at, a point t5S"C0 meter& norti'-northwest of t~he first contact,
the operation
I1L1IZ.,TtaCktwith1 and beeo srrdundoe by two VO battalions,
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The VC were armed with semi-automat t and automatic weapons and 120 sue mortarp,
.riendly elements were supported by arti11ory, gu-ships, and airstrike. After
two hors of fighting, the VC broke contact and withdrew east, Results of this
one VN-lT and etr'ht (15F soldiers killed,
contact were one VC suspect dcUaixriedc
eight CSF soldiers wounded, and lb CSF soldiers missinp, Frio.ndly 'elements lost
machine run, 30 small arms, ind one PRC-25 radio
one A.6 liht
On 15 April, one CSF platoon from camp Tuyen Nhon, A-)l45 initiated contact with
one VC company 23 kilometoers east of Ioc Hoa during a Delta Falcon operation,
The VC broke contact and withdrew south. Fourteen VC were ki'lled (confirmed)
and an additional 18 VC were estimated killed.
On 17 April, a platoon size patrol from camp Binh Thanh Tho s A-,413 located
Included in the base camp were
and destroyed a permanent type VC base camp,
a hospital, mess hall, and billets, Captured m;terial included five B-44
A
n
rockets, 18 B-1O rockets, .,nd 10,000 rounds of 7.62 mm ammunition,
airstrike was delivern d on the base camp after the friendly elements withdrew
from the area,
On 18 April, two NSF companics on operation Sledgehammer located a VC village
32 kilometers east southeast of Ila Tjxn. Friendly elements destroyed 32
structures, six sampans, and 00 kilegran a of rice0 Later in the day friendly
elements initiated contact with 12 VC near the village , Results of this contact
were five VC k.led.
On .19 April at 1830 hours, one MSF company on operation Snakeman initiated
contact with an estimated VC squad 37 kilometers northwest of Moc 1oa, While
assaulting the VG positions, aoproxismntely 200 VC appeared from concealed
bunkers which viere located on the comp-any'ls flank, The Vt were armed ith
60 mm mortars3 light machine puns and AK-.47 assault rifles. The MSF company
was overrun, The results of this action were one .USASF and i.hl NF soldiers
killed, one USASF and 23 MSF soldiers wounded, and seven MSF soldiers missing.
Friendly elements also lost twc crew served weapons, 511 small arms, three
radios, and 138 rucksacks.
Two tSF comoanies, which reacted to the request for
assistance, failed to restablish contact with the ener force,i
t

n 21 Apiii a plaitoon Si7.e patroi rom Ba Xeai, A-421, located and destroyed
a company size VC base area 35 kilometers east or Ha Tien, Indications were
The patrol located
that the base camp had not been used in several months.
and destroyed a well concealad, and recently evaculatid, 100 bed hospital
3,500 meters north of the base camp.
On 23 April, one 14SF company on a Delta Falcon operation initiated contact with
an un<now size VC force 37 kilcTeters north of Cao Lantb. Sporadic contact was
maintatned for four and one half' hours, at which tiMe the N-SF company was
extracc.ed.
There wore no friendly casalties, Eiuhteen VC were killed, 14 of
which were killed by air,
Four VC and three small ar is were captured.
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A reconnaissance in force operation, which c nsisted of two GSF comi)an.ns from
camp Binh Tbanh Thon. A-h13, and one (-5F company from camp Kinh Quan II, A-412,
initiated contact with two VC pln t oons on 2L4 April, The contact occurred 12
kilometers northwest of Moc T1oa. A fierce 9) minute 'ire fight was foi.lowea
by supporting fire from Cobra gunships,
The enemy broke contact and withdrew
north. Rsui.ta of this uontat were I7 VC kilad, l4 of ?,hich were killed by
air; two chicom light machine guns and four. AK-47 arsault rifles were captured
Friendly losses were two OSF soldiers killed qnd 10 wounded.
Two light
observation helicopters were shot downm an,-i wo US Armya Filots were wounded.
One of the helicopters was recovered, but the other sank in a river,
(5~

Z~r~ion5,

(a) Operaton Papid fire VII :.Bwas conducted durin7 the period 18
February .- '
March in ]Iau Nghja Province 5 TII GTZ.
The opran.en consisted
of a headquarters and connTun.ation section, two NSF comnanj-ns and 10 reconnaissance
teams which were augmTented by 25 EUIRP parsonnel from II FF assets. There
were four company, 11 platoon and hO team onprations conducted which resulted
ig 35 contacts.
Enemy losses were 44 ,i!edJ, three wounded, end fivm captured.
Fifteen weapons were also oiptlureo. Friendly losses were one US helicoptor
Prewman kll,-d, one USASF and o-e C.7 soldiir wounded,, One UHID helicopter
was destroyed.
One MSF cornnany ,Yhich a.nsattached to operation Big John I
discover ed a cache site that contalnnA ")3 weapons 'nd assorted ammunition.
Large enemy_ troop cr.icentrlt'ons were also found within the v rca of operation.
It was determined by the op ra',ion conduicted that this area is not suitfble
for interdiction by small units because of the Clat ter-- in ad lack of foliage.
Enemy units therefore can -iove -t night in an y direct' en w tho t utilizin7
trails or canals,
(b) Operation Samurai IV (3..5.? Project Delta) was coneuct-?d in Thua Thien
Province I CTZ, during tLo period i 'nrch - 4 April under tre OPCON of Co III
MAF /CO Provisional Corps Vietnam, Tlhe task organization consisted of a headquarters
and communicat.ions sectionY 10 recon t -an-. 1l roadrunner teats, three companies
of the 8st Airborne Rancor Battalion (A:xm), aMSF company, Ird a CIDG secarity
There were 30 canpany, two plioon5 anl 118 team operations conducted
platoon,
and 2) contacts established, Thirty one enemy we'e killied and one captured.
An additional 35 enemy were killed by air siq.tort, Also captured were 15 weapons
There were. two USASF personnel and 17 persorel from assots/aumentation units
killed during operations,
Thc op-ratons ovealed +,hat a major road was being
built or repaired, as reqiired5 'rom the Ashat Valley east toward line and Phu
Bai. The road was beini'g uuu exten:, ively by enemy; forces for logistical. troop
movement.
(e)
Operation Rapidfire VIiI (D-36) was conducted
March - 15 April in the southeast portion of Pnnoc Long
composition of operational elomonts i-ias the s-mu as 'or
were two company, t-ao platoon, ;r3d nine tomn o.ratj ons
There %eorc 10 enery k~_.eI( 'o
in nine e enony contacts,
killed and five were wounded, ArstriKxs accounted for
LI led.
21
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(6XCSxunar:-y of Significant Special Forces Activities During the Tet
Offensji.ve.
e 61ole
ot the UI± dturi-ngu
u
the tet off'-isive was inusual In bhat
soldiers were taken from environment In the more remote portions

of Vietnam and utilized in combat missions in and around the major population
centers. The main shift in missions occurred in 11 and IV CTZ as operations in
I and IIICTZ were relatively unaffected by the tet offensive.
This new role

provided a challenge to the CIDG troops, With no training in the techniques
of combat in cities, the CIDG troops effectively accomplished their assigned
missions° Summaries of C11DG operations conducted in IT and IV CTZ as a
result of the tet offensive follow.

(a) In II Corps, CIDG units were committed on operations in seven pro4.

v_

vincial capitala.

small NVA eleniwn

icity.

These operations realted in 529 enemy killed, one wounded9

33 cnm4r'tvd and 97 weapons seized
Friendly losses during the same period
-were 35kille, 201 wounded and 5 weapor lost. Two MSF compan-ies and two
platoons fnas the C Detachment at Plelku were committed on search and clear
operations in Pleiku City, These MSF elements were instrumental in clearing NVA and VC units from the city. One MSF company from Pleiku was air.lifted into the Ban Me Thout ar'. tr, c oe mobilep
erilla operations under
the operational control of the 173 Airborne Brigadeo This 43F unit ambushed

unat were utjui' Wue extenav,. dai a"cwCrx

L'ouv,1V

W

city. Another MSF company and one CRP was airlifted from Pleiku to conduct
search and clear operations in the city of Phan Thiet. One CSF company from
fDak Pek, Detachment A-2h2, was committed to reinforce the Detachment B-2h
compound in Kontum City0 The company rerformed search and clear operations
in and around the city0 Two CSF companies from Trang Phuc2, A4>22. one company
from An Lac, A--234, and one comnany from Ngon Ci, A-235, were airlifted from
their respective camps to Dalat to perform search and clear operations in the
One CSF rtomrany from Phu Tuc, A-22V one CSF comoany from Cunt Son,

A-221, and one platoon and one 106PJ? section from Ha Tay, A-227, were air-

*i

lifted from their respective camps to Qul Nhon and assigned the mission of
clearing enemy units from the key installations in the city. The radio
station, railroad yard and Military Security Service Headquarters were retaken
from the enemy by CSF troops. Four MSF companies from Nha Trang. Detachment
A-503 and six CSF comnanies from Trung Dung, Detachment A-502, were employed
in Nha Trang City. The MSF provided security for the province prison and

headquarters, while the CSF comparies were used primarily to block escape
routes from the city,
(b) In IV Corps the main enemy effort was also directed against the
province and district capitals. CSF and 14SF units were committed on operations

in support of three provincial capitals.

These operations resulted in 179

-ern killed, one wounded, 37 captured and 83 weapons seized.. Friendly losses
for the same period were 26 killed, and 6c wounded. One GRP from Moc Hoa,

Detachment A-hlh7 on a combined operatioh
*

.xth the 4th Battalion, lth ARVN

Infantrz conducted a house to house clearing operation to retake Moc Hoa City.
One CRP platoon from Thounr Thoir, A-432, one CSF comany from Cat Cai, A-h37,
and one MSF company from Don Phuc, A-402, were airlifted from their respective
camps to Cao Larh to conduct operations to clear the enemy elements that were

dug in and around the city. Can Tho, Detachfexit C.-4, provided one CSF company
and one CRP to augment the defense of the Can Tho airfield,
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dA3iansandrrnnization.
(1) A study ,'as conducted to close Detachment B-42 at Chau Doe in TV CTZ;
however, before close out could be effected) the plan was overtaken by the events
that followed the enemy's Tet offensive, The close out has been delayqd until
an undetermined futur, date0
f2) The Tet offensive also resulted in the cancellntion of the requirements

for"5t1, SFGA participation in Operation York.
(3) The 5th SFGA Budget for 1969, which was prepared a5 a joint project
between S3 Plans, S4. and the Comptroller, was3 submitted in April.

(4) The review and revision of MTOE 31-105E (Airborne Special Forces Group)
and the TfA for Special Operations continued during the quarter and is being
placed in final for for submission0 Its submission was delayed pending
approval or disapproval of the study mentioned below.
(5) A special and far-r-aching study and pian, titld
Concept of Operations
for the Expanded Role of Special Forces in IVN, was prenared and submitted. This
study which included eleven annexes, contains( short-ra'-re plans (196.-6 ),
mid-range plans (1969-70), and long-.range plais &1970X?). The plan called for
evaluation and realignmcnt of present camps, establishment of interdiction TAOR's
along the border which would evolve into a border Control Zone for post-hostilities;
expansion of the Mobile Strike Force to brigade size units in each CTZ and one
based at Nha Trang as the country-wide resere (the hriades are called Mobile
Strike Force Cormands); modarnization of the weaponzy threuph out the CIKI
program; employment df all available assets in snrnort of the interdiction
TAOR's/order Control Zone; and the formtion of the VISF and CIDG into a
Border Police/Constabulary Force for the post hostilities ne-riodo This concept
was presented to USARV on 21 April and to CMUWU3MACV on 22 April.
(6)

CIDG GqmsU

(a) The scheduled transfer of camps Kinh Quan II and ThuorgThoi (IV CTZ)
to 1 SF control was deferred indefisitelyo The 711SF HC requested the deferment
because of the non-availability of VNSF assets.

(b) A Yombr of the. rflmps . n11
. CTZ2z
.
scheduled for conversion, rolocato.
opening, or-closing were deferred or cancelled as a result of the Tet offensive.

Command emphasis on training continues to increase. The
(1) General
5th SFGA dCot
ientation 'ourse was initiated on 8 Apri± al i t, c'j-i, of
instruction and training scherlulos aere revised on 30 April in a continuing
effort to provide replacement trninin- of manxmum value to the individual and
to subordinate commanders 0 A system of individual traininr' records was
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simultaneously established to administer ibe program. A second project concerning
the upgrading and reorganization of CIX training was initiated in early April
in an effort to meet present requirements. Advanced special subject programs
for a vehicle and generator mechanics course are undir prepnration by Sb and
a combat interpreters course by the civilian personnel office. Consideration
is being given to the relocation of existii g courses in an effort to make
maximum use of' our limited air transportation sapport.
The establishment of
a haavy weapons course is also be ng considered.
In early M-rch qgproval was
received to conduct basic airborne training for non-airbore 5th SFGA personnel.
Two regular courses were taught durin- the reporting period.
(2)XU/ong Ba Thin Training Center.
(a) General.
Diring the reporting p-riod, Detachrient B-51 continued to
sucessfully accomplish its primnry mission of proirirg a.-vice qnd as 4 str.nce
to the VNSF Training Center in the training of YNSF and CI1 personnel. Advice
and support wer( alsorendered to the a-si7ned Camp S trike Force in combat
operations training anu oca- security. Considerable Improvements were made
in the training support rendered, combat operations conducted, and in the
quality of camp facilities provided "or both USPSF and CIDO personnel.
(b) Personnel Strength.

Det B-51

VNSF Training Center

Camp Strike Force

AU H:

9 Off/19 N4

49 Off/231 EM

480

ASGN:

9 Off/21 Ell

51 Off/177 EM

180

-

Combat operations i-re incraaseri dur.nf- the r' portinR
Notabie successOs were achieved in
four joint operations conducted with units of the 30th ROK Regiment, 9th ROK
Division. One of these operations was extremely successful nnd resulted in
i VC KIA by the ROK forces. Similar operations of this nature will continue
in the future.
(0) Oprations.

period with 25 missons being executed.

(ci
Tr ~n
inprovenments in faclli'4'-'
wer- a na~or contribu-tior to
the increased effectiveness of training condected. A tree land Swing Landing
Trainer was constructed for the basic airborne studentlo Two 100 noint basic
compass courses and a sevenbay student demolition and charge prenaration bunker
were constructed. The four inch thick plexiglass winidows in each bay allow
the students to abserve their individual charges detonate, A miltinurpose
From these bays the students,
six-bay student firing bunker was also completed
are taught to use the M-79, light machine gun, M-72 LAW, 3.5" rocket launcher,
57 mum recoilless rifle, and hand grenades. Major renovation o' other training
aids are in progres;. Reconstruction of the VC village, which was almost
completely burned out by a fire in March, is one s'ch orojecto Training center
improvements scheduled to be conpleted during the next quarter include control
towers for each of the three live fire ganges, a new "quick kill range," and

tw- pappelling towers.
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(9) Results.
COURSE

COI.a.HNCED

GRADUATED

Tas Kwon Do (Karate)
US Basic Airborne
VNSF Radio Operator
US Basic Airborne

19 Feb 68
19 Fob 68
20 Nov 67
12 Mar 68
14 Mar 68

--25 Feb 68

Anti-tank and Combat in
US Basic Airborne
MSF Basic Airborne
Combat Recon Platoon

cities

1 Apr 68
3 Apr 68
4 Apr 68

Infantry Tactics for VN Navy

28 Mar 68

CIDG Leadership
VNSF )FF/VCO!EM
us Basic Airborne
MSF Basic Airborne

18
18
15
15

Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

68
68
68
68

---

16 Mar 68

NO.
STUDENTS

22

1
31
6

22 mar 68
12 Apr 68
11 Apr 68

22
25
1h9
212

11 Apr 68

41

---

28 Apr 68
27 Apr 68

95
89
10
186

(3Xu)MACV Recondo Schpol.

its

(a) General. During the reporting period MACV Recondo School continued
mission of trainIng selected p-. rsonnel from LU/F .4AF units in the specialized

techniques and skills necessary to conduct successful long.naure reconnaissance
operations in South Vietnam.
The MACV Recondo Museum, which was dedicated on
13 April 1968, was built by Sergeant Major Lynch and dedicated to his son, PFC
Justin Lynch.
PFC Lynch was killed in action in November 1965 at Plei Mei, RVN.
(b)
Program of Instruction. The program of instriction consists of 286.5
hours of instruction over a 20 day period,
Included are instructions on physical
training, map reading, medical training, intelligence, patroliing, weapons
training, air operations, and combat operations. The school has a capacity
for sixty-five students per class.
(c)

Cadre Strengthg

AUTH:

5

Officers,

41 Enlisted.

ASGN-

7

Officers,

57 Enlisted.

(d)
Results.
During the quarter, MACV Rricondo School trained eight
Reconuu ulasses, a total of 520 students. Graduating from these classes were
230 personnel.
(A4)II Corps Tactical Zone (Company B).
(a) Detachment B-20 (11SF) graduated 156 recruits on 30 April in its
first
training course given to recruits organized as a company. This method proved
superior to the previous technique of conducting the training on an individual
basis after the recruit was assigned to a regular company.
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(b) All CIDG c.mps under the conmand of Detachment B-23 conducted refresher
training during the past quarter. Bas'.c training continues to be conducted at
all camps. The 24th MSF company was recruited and given basic training.
(c) Tra-ining at the CIDG camps under the command of Detachment B-2L was
coiducted in tactics, weapons, and communications, personal hygiene nnd camp
sanitation. Ranre firin of individual and crew-served weapons was condicted
and the CSF were familiarized wA.th CS agents.
(5XO)III Corps Tactical Zone (Conany A).
(a) The III CTZ CSF Trnining Center at Trang Sup has operated at full
capacity throughout the quarter w-ith a sustained averag'e of '0-600 trainees.
(b) A training program for CSF 105 mm howitzer crows was initiated on 1
April. Progress to date has been slow; however, it is anticinati.' that the
month of May will show a distinct improvement.
(c) Detachment B-35, Hau Nghia Province, initiated its own CSF refresher
training course. The concept is to initially train one CSF company and one CRP.
When this group graduates, another unit will ta'-e its place. The program of
instruction includes instruction on the M-1 and M-2 carbine, M-1 Rifle, BAR,
M-60 Machiae gun, M--79 grenade launcher, 60 mn mortar, basic first aid, range
firing, 11-18 claymore mines, squad and platoon tactics, and basic communications
with the HT-1, PRC-la, and PRC-25.
(d) As a result of the armor attack on Lan' Vei Pnd the confirmed
presence of tanks within Special Forces TAOR's in III CTZ, a vigorous anti-tank
training program was conducted. The program consistec of the formation of
tank-killer teams, weapons familiarization, (106 mm Ri, M-72 LAW, 3.5" rocket
launcher and the 57 sun iR), instructions of tank capabilities and tactics,
and field expedient means of destruction.
()

IV Corps Tactical Zone (Connany D),

(au)Plans are presently being made to conduct a two week refresher course
for CSF conpanics at the now To Chau Training Center in early May,
(b) Tra-in

in anti-tank warfare is being conducted at all detachments.

(c) Camp Strike Force leadership training continues as 32 students from
subordinate detachments are presently attending this course at the Dong Ba Thin
Training Center.
(d) The Mobile Strike Force Training Center at Don Phuc is presently,
conducting basic combat training for 139 recruits,
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f 4oAvLation. During the reporting period several new developnv-nts arose
in the field of aviation.
(a) The forward air controller (FAC) support of Project Delta was increased
by the introduction of the Twin engine 0-2 aircraft as a substitute for the
single engine 0-1.
(b) A new idea has been developed in LAPES (Low Altitude Parachute
Extraction System). The old method was capable of extracting bundles weighing
8,000 pounds. The newly mod5fied techniques is able to extract up to 36,000
pounds on one pass.
() The 231st Assault Helicopter comnany has developed a new coicept in
armed helicopters. They have installed a fl-6 system (four M-60 machine Puns)
which is fired by the co-pilot. Each door unner now his a ho mm Honeywell
with 500 rounds of arm-unition per gun as a replacement for the 1M-60 door guns.
This gunnery system has proven to be quite successful.
g.64LeoiJIS-tics.(1) General. Frae 1 February through 30 April, the Lo istical Support
to provide the widely dispersed compani es *vnd detach-lents
Center continu
with all classes of supply and limited depot maintenance. During the period
13 - 18 April the final FY 69 budget was Drepared and submitted to MACV.
(2) Supply (LSC)o The ammunition stockage list was computed for the group
and for each FSP. An extension is presently beinp built on Warehouse 2A to
provide adequate space for a Self Ser-ice Supply Center 'or tools and expendables.
A commercial type retail dispensing point for POL is nearly completed which will
increase the efficiency of this operation.
(3) Movements and Storage. The ammunition storage area continues to be
improved with the construction of oer 700 fet of new berm and two fighting
bunkers. During the reporting quarter, 12,223 short tons of supnlies were
moved from the LSC to supportefl FSP's and detachments.
(4) Maintenance. During the quartr, 1023 job orders for eagineer equipment
were received with 791 pieces of engineer v.quirrtent being repaired and 2162 being
repaired. Four huidred and twenty-five automotive job orders were received with
489 vehicles bei'iFg repaired.
(5)

II Corps Tactical Zone (Company B),

(a) The FSP at Pleiku continues to provide logistical support for two
salxrxdinate B detac nenb, 14 subordinae A detachments, nnd the Pleiku MSF.
(N) The FSP at Detach-nent B-23 (Ban Me Thuot) became fully operational
during the quarter and now provides logistical supnort for nine subordinate A
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detachments, the B detachment, and the MSF.
of supply for Detachment B-50.
(6)

It also handles snecified items

III Corps Tactical Zone (Company A).

(a) During the reporting period, the FSP shipped mote cargo than during
any previous period. 9argo shipped totaled 7,306,740 pounds in February,
4 ,050,1i

pounds in March, and 6,076,110 pounds in April. This increase in

orerations can be attributed to th( assignment of a C7A operation team to the
Bien 'oa Alrbase. This team has assis bed Company A in proper scheduling and
loading of supplies to the point where the output has increased by 30 percent.
(b) A vast construction program began in'February to improve the facilities
of the Company A 34 and the FSP. Thus far, the maintenance facilities store
room, maintenance building and grease racks have been aonstructed. The
foundations and freames for new office buildings, receivinr sheds and warehouses
are also complete,
Once fully completed, the new 34 facilities will enable
the Company A FSP and entire logistics control problem to be more efficiently
controlled.
(7)

flCo_o

Tactical Zone (Company D).

(a) The mnount of surplies handled by the Comnanv D 73P dirinp t-'he
reporting period increased approximately threefold as compared to the last
period. Particularly noteworthy is the fact tnat the increase ii surplies
moved took place with no appreciable increase in air assets. The fact that
two camps were inserted during the quarter accounts for most of the increase
in si~plies moved,
(b) The logistical section of Company D continues to expand. A large
amount of PSP was laid in order to increase open storage space. Already,
after only a small amount of rainfall, the PSP has croven its value. Expansion
into the new warehouse continues as more shelves and box pallets are built.
h.,ADv4l .t.or-

(1) 1

n-1Dc1clopmcnt S

ort Acti-ittesSand Psylcholp.-ical %leratcs

On.,

(a) The sharp increase in Viet Cong activites durinz the T t of fensive
resulted in floods of refugees and accompanying problems. Over. 165, )O pounds
of supplies were distributed to the 35,9h4 refugees that are presently being
assisted by nine A detachments.
In order to coimter the propaganda produced
by the eneny concerning the treatment of Hol Chanh in the Chieu 11oi center:s,
Campaiy C initiated a program to insure that no discrimination occ,,rred against
the Montagnard Hoi Chanh,
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The training of POLWAR teams began during the latter part of March.

A 16 man POLWAR team from Tra Bong participated in the training program which

consisted of two weeks of classroom instruction rnd participation in a three
day patrol during rhich they conducted loudspeaker op 'rations and held discussions
with all parsonnel contacted bv '.he natrol, The two weeks of classroom work
included 110 hours of theory and practical work.

(2) 1i CTZ.
(a) Civic action activities in Company B during the quarter involved
refugee and resettlement aid, MJDCAP's, and distribution of commodities at
all levels. A great deal of effort was directed toward the construction of
CIDG dependent housing at Company B and Detachments B-20, B-23, A-24j, A-236,
A-242, and A-239. Upon approval from HQ 5th SFGA, construction of dependft
housing will begin at Detachments B-22, A-231, A-235, and A-222.
A CIDG
memorial was established at Detachment A-237 -,nd several camps are constructing
either indoor or outdoor movie theaters for the CIDG Troops.
(b) Schools for the CIDG dependent children and civilian children were
built in several camps. Detachments A-227, and A-228 are currently involved in
major school construction progr-mis.
(o) Although Tet created an influx of refugees to the urban areas, responsible
GV officials assumed control over the situation after initial assistance from
the Special Forces detachments. Refugees supported solely by Special Forces
rose from 4,500 in Januazy to 19,500 in Febriuaryo This number dropped to
1,450 by the end of March. Current refugee areas are Detachments A-239, A-2h6,
A-224, and A-238. Phu Ben Province officials are takinR over the programs at
Detachments A-224 and A-238 and the province concerned with Detachments A-239

and A-246 is slowly lending a hand.

(d) The PSYOPS programs of Company B have been pobined w~th the GVN
POLNAR program 6uite sucessfvlly ith the emphasis shifting naturally ane
easily from the civilian population towar the motivation ad indoctrination
of the CIDG soldier.
()
of

OSY progrALis Love emphasized face-to-face media, the hand distribution

Of leaflets and posters. Leaflet dissemination dropped from 3.1 million in
January to 300,000 in March , however, the' reaction tine for the few missions
that have been requested has been reduced from several days to only a few hours.
(f)
Sever;il detachments are developing POLWAR teams and company B is
presently planning to start a formal training program in June.

(3) El1 CTZ.
(a) MEDCAP's and the activities of the various POLUAR teams highlighted
civic action activities in Company A. At the present, all PSYOPS and CIVAC
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being developed or already in ope-ation are in support of the POLWAR

t*progtarna

k,

program.
(b) Although ClIG POLWAR team have been orranized in most camps since
urvoti-ated. A POLAR
tea.n..,
hAve bgen virtually untrained
Januoary, the
training course which consists of two weeks of fornal classroom instruction
and a one week FE{ was initiated in April at the Trang Sup Special Forces Camp.

'nd

(c) PSYOPS material which is directed toward the CImr and their dependents
is currently being daveloped, This material nill 'rar' from handouts and posters
to such speciali-ed items as certificates of achievement and diplomas.

(4. IF c'z .
(a) The main emphasis in civic actions at the begin-ing a1 the reporting
for refugees. The massive influ of refugees, due to
period was the support
the Tot offensive, resulted in the Immediate need for food, clothing and other
CA commodities. 2uick reaction from the SF0B, CARE, C ,, and other civilian
agencies, helped tremondously in providing these people with the needed items.
Under the protection offered by and wth he help received from our detachments,
the refugees have seen the advanta:as of the GVII.

*

(b) During the remainder of the renorting p triod, most detachments were
involved in some sort of self help project. Constriction on nine dependent
housing projects mid numerous ether projects was at a peak throughout the
Delta, Hopefully, most of the projects will be c-,mplcted before the monsoons
coine in mid-May.
(c) The ;rost significant s tbeck of the Revolutionar-T Developent program
during this reporting period war caused by the Viet Cong offensive. Public
offices bridges, and aid stations were either burned or destroyed. The
abandonitg of the Binh Chau Outpost (Tuycn Binh Village) forced the civilian
populace of Binh Chau1Iaml-u to leave their homes. Diit-ict and Provincial
officials aided these people in rinsing shelter with friends, relrtives, and
other villagers and provided them with emergency suplies of bulgar whea,
cooking oil, and canned meat.

r

I

(d) Tho
..
crity
th.ese p-opl cose tu
of
cu,
temporar- refusees rather
than stay in an area that the Viet Cong would control. The District C'Iief has
also assured these people that GVN will do everything polnsible to help them
return to their ho,--es as soon as possible.
(e) Increased speaker operations in Detachment A-415 publibized the
medical attention that was available at the district dispensary. The result was
a 150% increace over January 2 s number of patients.
(f) A CA/PSYOPS refresher tr-ining course was started on 25 March at the Cai
Von training school near Can Thu0 All Detachment sent one half of their CA/PSYOPS
squad for uhe first four vnek course whicl terminated on Ili April. The remaining
half began training during the last week in April.

I3.-
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i.(U)i-eronnel.
(i)
Strength. Authorized and assigned strength at the beginning and at
the close of the reporting p3riod were as follows:
(a) Begtnning of Periods
AGG

OFF

WO

EM

Authorizedt

691

24

2765

3480

Assigned-

577

23

2800

3400

OFF

WO

EM

AGO

Authorizbd:

691

24

2765

3480

Assigned:

639

23

2729

3391

(b) Close of Period:

(2) Replaeement o During this quarter a total of 179 officers and 510
enlisted replaqements were received. During the sbme period, the losses were
120 officers and 677 enlisted.
(3) Morale and Personnel Services.
(a) Decorations awarded:
10
47

DistingUished Service Cross
Silver Star
DistInguished Flying Cross
ITgion' of Merit
Soldier's Medal
Bronze Star w "W" Duvice
Bronze Star
Air Medal w"'V" Device

4
21
17
201
473
14

Air Medal23
Army Comendation Medal w/"V

bevice

79
252
381

Army Commendation Medal
*Purple Heart

* Does not include awards made for assigned personnel who were
awarded the Purple Heart by hospitals.
(b) Conibat Badges.,
Combat Inf&ntryman Badge
Combat Medical Badge

1062
215
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q4) Promotions.
the period.

A total of

367 enlisted personnel were prmoted during

(5) Reenlistments. A total of 27 reenlistments or extension actions
were completed. The enlistmant/xtension breakdown was:
First term RA reenlistments
AUS reenlistments
fA extensions
AUS extensions
USAR extensions

12
I
10
3
1

(6) Postal. The 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne) is serviced by APO
96240 and is responsible only for collection and distribution of mail.
(7) Secial Services.
(a)

R & R quotas received were 508 for out - of - country.

(b) A total of 18,038 persons attended the 91 different movies shown at
the Special Forces Operational Base daring the quarter.
(8) Chaplain Activities.

(a)

Reliious Services.
Denomination
Catholic
Protestant

Nr o, Services

Attendances

188
82

5406

42

1702

Memorial

1700

(b) Visits. During the period, five chaplains mare a total of 251 visits
to Special Forces detachments located throughout Vietnam spending a total of
271 days in the field and 271 hours and 49 minutes flying time.
(c) There were 2,833 other personnel contacts (interviews, counseling, etc).
(9) Maintenance of Discipline, Law and Order
(a) A total of 1-41 incidents were reported to the Provost Marshal's office
during the reporting period.
(b) Military Justice,
General Court& Martial
Special Courts Martial
Summary Courts Martial

1
0
1
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)'e&dcal.

(1) CIDG Medioal Care.

(a) Construction was completed on the 40 bed expansion to the CIDD
hospital at Da Nang during April 1968. This expansion to a capacity of 80
beds is already providing increased medical facilities for the treatment of
I CTZ CIDG.
(b) During April 1968, construction began on a 40 bed CITOG conalescent
center at Long Bai. This facility will permit CIXG long-term convalescence
under medical supe.rvision without decreasing available bed space at CIDG hospitals.
The Tacility will further permit the retention in the CID program of personnel
that require long-term convalescence as eUl as provide a location for
rehabilitational and vocational tralninp for disabled CIDG.
(2) Training.
(a) During the first quarter of 1968, 211 courses in personal hygiene and
sanitation were conducted, attended by a total of 5,652 indigenous civilians.
(b) During the first quarter of 1968, Special Forces medical personnel
trained 538 CflDG aidmen.
(c) During the first quarter of 1968, Special Forces medical personnel
conducted the training of 137 civilian nurses who were hired to assist at CIDG
dispensaries throughout the combat zone.
(3) Veterinary Medicine. During M -rch and April 1968, approximately
900 water buffalo in I 2TZ were immunized against rinderpest,

(1) 1I CTZ. Detachment B-20 is in the process of constructing a communications
center. Presently, all communications support is pro-,ided by Company B. Even
after the completion of the communications center, it is anticipated that it
will be a while before Detachment B-20 will be self-supporting.
(2) ILI CTZ. In order to prov-ide for at efficient anO reliable backup
for the single-side band voice command net, an automatic FM retransmission
facility was installod on Nui Ba Den mountain. This facility has made it
possible for any camp to talk to almost any cther in ITT CTZ by uslnr either
the AN/PRC-25 or AI/PRC-h6 radio sets. FM communi catAons h,. been improved
to the extent that FM has become the primary means of communications between
the 13 detachments and their respective subordinpte A detachments. The
installation of AN/7AJ-46 and ANVRC-L7 radio sets at all detachments in HI
CTZ has made this possible.
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(3) IV CTZ. The installation of a Tropospheric Scatter System to Nhh
Trang was completed by the 52nd Signal Battalion during the reporting period.
An agreement was reached with the 52nd Signal Battalion for passage of traffic
from the 44th STZ to Detachments B-i and D-42; however,
terminates on 1 June 1968.

this agrement

lJOgComptro ler.
(I) Revision of Group Relulntion 37-1.

Due to the nature ol Parasol

S ITCHFACCK funding, all
cash control and accounting measures in use within
T
he regulation imposing
the 5th Special Forces Group (Abn) are self-imposed.
these measures is 5th Special Forces Group (Abn) Regulation 37-1. During
the past quarter, Reg 37-1 has been evaluated and revised in an effort to
provide clearer guidlines and more detailed instructions for detachment funds
officers.
(2) Field Audit Program. The CIDO Finance Office completed a total of 52
on-site field audits during the past quarter. These field audits are conducted
primarily for the purpose of assisting funds officers at operational detachments
and advising them on proper methods of cash control and accounting procedures
as well as to further inpress upon them their responsibilities in regard to the
large amounts of cash which they handle regulnrly. Field audits are performed

in addition to monthly audits of all detachnients fund reports performed at the
CU
Finance Office.
Field audits are an integrnl part of the effort directed
at overcoming the ranid turnover and general lack of noevious f4nancial exrerience
amcng funds officers.
(3)
FY 69 Cmnand Budget Estinate. The preparation of the FY 69 Command
Operatinv Budget mark-s the first
t1e
that the 5th Spec al Forces lIroup (Abn)
has atteeptod to develop and corpile a conplte Co-rvand fleratin
Bud'et.
In
the p-.st, inform tion was transmitted to USA RPAC in the form of a five pare
1TX for development at that level.
The F1 69 COB, a document in excess of
100 pages, is a product of exhaustive research and coordination among the
staff section of +his headquarters and U.S. Army CTSO.
In-Country
M Out-ofCountry -A and r-TA were staff developed by total cost and q',arterlv cost and
were compl ;te with catcgo-n- ind line item jiustirications.
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(mrc)Enginieer.
(I) The following new CIDG camp construction and rehabilitation construction
was conducted during the reporting period (asterisk denotes rehabilitation
construction):
EST DATE
LOCATION
CONST UNIT
% CaMPLTE
COMPLETION
IICTZ.
Tieu Atar A-231
Ben Het, tUndesignated)
*Plateau Gi, A-243
Binth Thanh, A-502
*Dak Pek, A-242

KB 1/20th EBC
KB 4/299th EB
KB 4
Staff Engr
299th EBC

Ban Me Thuot, B-50

KB 3

Pleiku, B Company

Staff Engr

100%
80%
80%
100%
75%

UNK
20 May
15 May

80%

15 Jim

---

III CTZKantim, A-322
Thien Ngon, A-323
Duc Hue, A-351
*Tong Ie Chon, A-334
Bu Dop, A-31a
*Tra Cu, A-352
Tay Ninh, B-32
Hon Quan, B-33
Song Be, B-34
Long Rai, B-36

588th EBC/A-322
588th EBC/A-323
30th EBC (ARN)
KB 2
Staff Engr/A-3hl
1-352 (selfhelp)
B-32 (selfhelp)
B-33 (selfhelp)
B-33 (selfhelp)
B-36/A-302

98%
98%
90%
25%
40%
50%
90%
60%
95%
70%

30 May
30 May
UNK
U1NK
UNK
30 Jun
15 Jun
10 Jul
10 May
30 Jun

KB 1
KB 2/A-416
Staff Engr
Staff Engr

65%
90%
30%

31
31
30
31

IV CTZ:
Thanh Tri, A-43.4
My Dien II, A-416
Can Tho, B-40
Can Tho, Company D

40%

May
May
Jin
MAV

(2) The following construction projecta are planned during the next quarterr

LOCATION-

CONST UNIT

MHirh Thanh

KB 2

UNK

Tra Cu, A-352

KB 2

UNK

Tra Cu Air Field
Duc Hue Air Field,A-351
Moc Hoa, B-41 (NSF)

20th Engr Bde
20th Engr Bde
Staff Engr

15 May
1 Jun
15 May

Can Tho,, Company D HQ

Staff Engr 40I

Ca

hCman

)E

CONFIDENTIAL
tffEg

EST START

W-MARehabilitation
after Tong Le Choa.
Rehabilitation
after Minh Tanh

Jun

u

Rehabilitate old
A-41 4 camp
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(3) In addition to the construction projects conducted in the subordinate
detaciments approximately 50 projects were conducted within the SFOB (including
A-502, A-503, and B-52). About one half of the projects were completed during
the quarter while the remainder are still in progress. Daring the onarter
well drilling operations in II CTZ resulted in two wells drilled at Pleiku and
two at Qui Nhon.

(4) Well drilling operations in III CTZ resulted in three dry holes,
Problems were encountered at 100 to 120 foot depths where rock stratum prevents
further penetrations. Af er the arrival of necessary drill collars and hard
rock drill bits from CONUS, the three wells can be completed. In the meantime,
the well drilling team is moving to Tay Ninh where it is hoped the rock stratmi
is below the water table.
(5) Status of CAC 906 Funds, As of this report $1,532,755 or 7Z of FY 68
budgeted construction funds have been obligated, of this amount, $836,838 or 55%
has been expended, $695,915 has been obligated but not yet expended and $h67,245
budgeted but not yet obligated. At present there are planned projects that will
require approximately $225,000 of the remaining unobligated funds.
(6) Analysis. Engineer activities during the period shifted away from new
CIDG camps construction toward rehabilitation projects. Also, the Group continued
to have limited success in obtaining regular engineer support from units outside
5th SFGA. The main problem with outside support is that it is provided on an
"as available" basis. Construction equipment utilization continues to suffer
from lack of qualified operators. The equipment available is in great demand,
but whenever it is loaned out to detachments other than KB teams it is invariably
inoperative within a short time, usually without accomolishing the mission for
which it was sent.
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2. (0) Section 2. Lessons Learned:
and Recomendations.
a.

(Wn

for

v.11968
_

Commander's Observnti2._s, Evquatioms,

Personnel.

(1) Paragraphing Format, AR 3hO.4,

(Historian)

OBSERVATION: The method of indentation of subordinate paragraphs as required
by AR 340-15 is confusing and makes interpretation more difficult.
EVALUATION- AR 340-15 requires all subordinate paragranhs 'o behin four spaces
from the left margin, It has been found that lengthy correspondence often
includes many subdivisions under main paragraphs, for example the lessons
learned portion of the Operational Report-Lessons Learned. By indenting all
subdivisions the same number of spaceafrom the left margin, it becomes extremely
difficult to visually detect one subordinate idea from another and relate them
in proper prospective to the maAn idea. For that reason this headquarters
elected not to number "OBSERVATION"!l "EVALUATIO', and "RECOMMENDATION" as
subordinate paragraphs as outlined in USARV Reg 52'-15
RECCVMtNDATION: That the correspondence f rmat as outlined in AR 340-15,be
changed to allow for some differentiation in identification for each subdivision
of a paragraph.
(Company A)

(2) Personnel Rosters.

OBSERVATION. B detachments ohould publish personnel information rosters and
uipdate them on a recurring basis.
EVALUATIONSome detachments had previously neglected to publish or maintain
a current personnel information roster. Once the pract-ce was initiated, it
was found that
1 :-n'ovec casualty report and replacement systems were a direct
the roster may be included in daily administrative reports.
result. Changeo3 t3.l
TREC(MIENDATIOiI
(3)

N-ne,

Identification Tags and Cards,

(Company A)

at the soio US person on site inspect US
OBSEHVATION: It is imperativo
personnel just prior to operations to jinsu e that identification tags and
cards are in their possessicno
EVALUATION: Recent casualties have been evdcuated without identification tags
and cards accompanying their bodies. Even though personnel have been directed
to carry these items, they continue to leave on operations without thcn.
RECMMMFATION:

None.
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Recurring Reports and lqoutine Paqueets

(Company

))

(O3SERVATI9N. Recurring reports were boInS received fr-om the detachments In
varying formats and sometimes incmplaete.
Reports on routine reaunsts also
required an excessive, amount of typinz at the "A" detachient,
EVALUATIONIt has been found that by stenciling a riniher of forma and dirtributing them to the detachments, a number 0 items such &a R&R riqueste, fom
indorsements, VIP visit
reports, and pay complaints covId be completed with a
minimum of typing or even by hand.
This assiured uniformity, completeness, more
rapid response, and a reduced administrative burden to the detacments.
REC(124VATION:
None.
(5) Tracing of Awards ad

OBSERVATION:

Decorations.

(Company A)

Monthly liaison visits to the SFOB have pio'en to be highly

effective in insuring an efficient auards and decorations program.
EVALUATION: It, has beon found that correspondence alone was an insufficient
and time consuming means of tracing recommendations for awards.
Monthly
liaison visits afford the opportunity to physictlly trace recommeniations and
coordinate on problem areas or changes in requirements.
RECaOMENDATION:
(6)

Nonh.

M

(CampWV A)

OBSERVATION.
One or two extra motion picture projectors shou3d be maintained
at the C detachment to allow for a direct exchange system with the A detacbmrents.
The responsibility for DX repair should rest with the C detachment signal officer.
EVALUATIONMotion picture projectors at the A
extreme conditions and therefore breakdown at a
A DX repair
the case at the B or C detachment.
that the detachmente can continue to see movies
repaired.
RECO*IENDATION.(7)

detachments are subjct
to
hipher rate t'an in normally
syster is necessary to insure
whiJe projectors am being

None.
(Company B)

CIL-, Morale.

OBSERVATION:' A system should be established which would give CIDG personel
absent from the camp a means of f9rwarding money to their dependents through
the pay officer and the COG secretary. Letters and packages to the CIDG from
his family could be delivered bv the CIDG secretary in the same manner.
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EVALUATIOIs

it

has been found that when CIDG personnel operate away from

their camp and family for an artended period of time, their greatest concerns
are for the welfare of their dependents and the insability to receive news from
home. These concerns often take precedence over the combat operations which
they are conducting, c3,,pcialy on payday.
REC014fThDATIC --

None.
for S1ecial Forces Aidmen.

(8)

(Surgeon)

O3SERVATION2 The requifremen, for medical aidmen in the 5th Special Forces
Grou) far exceeds the authorization.
EVAUJATION
The expansion of Mobile Strike Forces, the expansion of CIDG
hospitals and increases in CID! hospital activities, ard the expansion of
medical training programs have increased the requirements for medical aidmen
In the 5th Special Forces Grou;. far above the authorized strength of 236 aidmen.
iRECalENDATICV: That all aidman assigned to this organization in excess of
authorization be kept in the Group to successfully accomplish the medical
issior for which this unit is responsible other than beinr, levied by higher
headquarters for non-Special Forces missions.
bt
()

Onerations.
VC Diversionary Tactics.

(Company B)

OBSERVATI."ON: Small size reconnaissance patrols should be used to vetdfy
intelligence reports prior to reacting in force.
EVALUATIONt The VC often attempt to draw attention from the major infiltration
routes to other areas by means of small unit activities and/or false intelligence reports.
NECQMK2,NDATION.

None,
(Company D)

(2) Searching Captured Samans.

OBSERVATION: Captuxe enemy sampans shoul.d be thcroughly searched, to include
the bottom side, prior to their destruction.
It has boeon found that imost operations do not have the capability
EVALUA IOzN
to retun captured sampanc to base camip; subsequently, tha are destroyed.
Searches of these sampans have often yielded hidden ecuiDment and supplies. A
favorite procedure of the VC is to sacuro items to the bottom of a sampan.
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(3) Airboat Utilization and Preparations.

(Compaiy D)

OBSERVATION. Lessons learned during the previous airboat season have helped in
providing valuable guidance to subordinate headqarters wth regards to airboa.,
tactics, communications, and resupply.
EVALUATIONx I' boats work best when employed with ;piinships. The vurishi s locate,
isolate, and engage the target. The airboat section provides the Ynnuever &o
1hfentaj
to seal off any escape routes. The built-in speed and maneuverabllity of the
airboat require constant observation by either VR or FAC aircraft. Without
,0idance from above, the airboat section may easily become disoriented.
REC(

IT,1tNDATIONS4,

(4)

None.

Obta4ing Tactical Air Support.

(Aviation)

OBSERVATION.
Interviews with several US Air Force forward air controllers (FAC)
and tactical air control party commanders have revealed that there is a definite
lack of knowledge br US Army forces in the proper method of obtaining tactical
air support.
EVALUATION
Conventional ground units in M are not affected b: this lac,k of
knowledge as much as Special Forces units, beqause there are air liaison tfficers
attached at brigade and higher 1vel. Forward air controllers are attah-r.ed at
battalion level. No provision has been made in the 5th Special Forces Group for
'this type of support except in the case of certain special operations. This
leaves, for the most part, all of the Special Forces detachments with neithe:- the
capability nor the knowledge to properly request tactical air Euntort. PQ 5th
SFGA is presently coordinating 1Tith the US Air Force on the attaianent of an Sir
liaison officer for each of the four Soecial Forces comnany headqu,'rter¢s.
This
officer would give the company the capability of receivint more respon.ive and
more effective tactical air support.
RECOU4,NDATIOI:
That courses of instruction on the proper methods ant. channLs
for requesting tactical air support be included -n the various US Army Schocl
curriculums. This instruction should touch lightly on the organizational striucturp
of the US Air Force so as to familiarize the ground conander with US Air Force
techniques and procedures,
it. would be desirable to have US Air Force p"noutirkel
with air ground operational experience in RVN as instructors.

(5) VC Caches.

(Company D)

OBSSRVATION.
Raids on known enemy way stations produce better results than att.mpts
to ambush the 'IC carrying parties shortly after they cross the Cambodian border.
EVALUATIM!g Supplies are being infiltrated via canals and trails to presoected
supply points located at considerable distance from the Cambodian border in IV
CTZ. Raids on tbse locations by quick reaction heliborne forces (Delta Falcon
Operations) has proven to be highly successful,

R'SCC4ENDATION

None.
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Rearming of AH-lG Cobra 1

OBSERVATION:

It has

(Company D)

-een noted that the major limiting factor in the employ-

mont of the AH-1G Cobra is

the delay involved in

arming between missions.

EVALUATIONS To cut down on the "downtime" required to rearm Cobras, permanent
siwunition storage/rearming points have been constructed in the vicinity of the
aircraft refueling points
Three 55 gallon POL drms have been modified and
emplaced to s tore 2.75 inch rockets.
Sumi-peinanent containers have been
constructed for pre-linked 7.62 rm.
RECOZ4ENDATION:
(7)

None,

Reconnaissance of Heliborne T-anding Zones,

(Compmy A)

G3SERVATIGNg Reconnaissances of landing zones must be thorough so as to prevent
last minute radical changes. The recon party should make high passec over the
LZ aL'ea to insure accurate map spotting. At least one low pass should be made
to check size, obstacles, slope, and general suitability. Reconnaissance of
additional LZs must be conducted in order to prevent compromise of the perspective
LZ.
EKALUATION. Heliborne operations have often been dtsruoted Lv last second
changes in landing format.on, technique, and even in the location of the LZ
itself,
Theie changes lengthen the time of exposure to enemy fire, ceduce
the effectiveness of surprise and landing zone preparations, and in general
Jecpardize the success of the mission.
§EC @UDA1TON- None,
(8)

Aarkinp of Friendly Positbionb,

(Corpany A)

Ot.BiRVATIC6,: A conitted element which is requesting tactical air support
must mark at least three points so that its location is completely defined and
the FAC can adjust ai) strikes safely.
FNWUA'INg An element in contact was able to mark onLy its cente Of mases
for the FAG fho was conrolling the air strikes.
The exact location of the
friendly em~ent could not be determined; therefore, it was n1.rossible to place

ai. strikes as close to the friendly troons as was desired.
DECCk@T2DATTON
(9)

None.

rinp Friendly Troop Positions,

(Com)any B)

(BSERVATIOIIg
USAF signal mirrors may be utilized effectively to identify
friendly troop positions to FAC s,
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EVALJATIONg Fixing friendly troop positions by use. of smoke can sometimes

SUBJECT:

prove to be a problem when the enery also uses smoke or adJlit his fire ou
Under sunlight conditions SAY signal. mirrors have been
the friendly smoke,
utilized to quickly fix friendly positions with airpraft mtneuverina at a
to th~e enerW
friond,7 ostin,
ridthnreeain
distancnd~
a
cnsiderable
Panels may be deployed after the initial fix with the Tlrrors,
REOKFHENDATION -

(I)

None,

Jtilization of Smoke Grenades

?y CSF Personnel.

(Company A)

CSF troops should not be allowed the prerogative of throwing

OBSERVATION-

smoke without control.

If CSY are allowed to carry smoke grenades they

should be instructed on the proper method of affixing the
webbing.,

-renade to their

The activation of a smoke grenade by a CSF soldier at the s-me
BVAILUATION
tume a USASP advisor is attempting to fix the enemy location with smoke can

result in disaster, Valuable tim may be lost trying to describe to the
supporting aircraft which smoke was the actual reference point, Improper
employment of smoke could also result in airstrikes being placed-on friendly
elements,

REC@T.h.SNDATTON
(1I)

Noae,

Effectiveness of the M-26 Franrnentation Grenade,

(Comoany A)

OBSERVATION. The white phosphorous grenade is more effective than the M-26
fragmentation grenade in swampy terrain,
EVALUATION: It has been found
the M-26 grenade and cause the
rather than horizontally. The
phosphorous grenade makes it a

that water and mud have a deadening effect on
majority of the shrapnel to travel vertically
mushrooming dispersion patteni of the white
more desirable weapon for use in swampy areas.

RECOMMENDATION.- None.
(12)

Method of Firin

OBSER1ATION

the ANh4

2 an.raft Illumination Cartri S.,

The AN-M4h3Q2 aircraft ill'mination cartridg- (normally fired

from a flare pistol) can be fired from an 1-79 grenade launcher,
EVALUATION.

REcfMV

(Cmpany B)

Noneo

.NDATION.-

None,
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(13)

(Company C)

Field Fxdiert Alarm Device,

OSERVATIOlg Many times the eneny enters a village diring the night to harase
By utilizing an alarm device, villagers cvn alert friendly
t-he vi!laEr;0
forcae, neax thc vill.ake,
A s3inp.e early warning edevice can easily be constructed out of
.TALUATION
radily available inaterials as shown in the diagram below. Due to the delay
feature of thi, device, the villager can warn friendly troops of enemw presence
without compromi-aing hib own position.
EARLY WAFNING DEVICE
HAND HELD FLARE

PACKING CASE that

*-illuminates

flare

comes in when issmmd
CAP put in firing
position

o

FUZE
LIGiry {

si/45 See
100;'

BLASTING CAP
".

.'(Non-electric)

HOLE
R C-

DAOIFI

NoneI
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OBSERVATIONg An effective complement to or substitute for a claymore mine
can bb made by packing the fose well of an 82 mm mortar round with C4 composition
and using a claymore firing device as a detonator,
EVALUATION s

None,

RECMENDATION:
(15)

None.

Conduct of Operation Utilizing CSF Not Indigenous to the TAORo (Company A)

When a new CIW camp is opened and its CSF troops are not
OBSERVATIONindigenous to the TAOR, the initial operations should be conducted close to
the camp. Gradually the CSF will become familiar with the terrain and gain
confidence and experience as the operations extend further from the comp.
EVALUATIONr CSF who are indigenous to their TAOR are familiar with the terrain
in the area. They are on equal footing with the VC who have occupied the ares
for years and know every trail and clearing. At sone Special Forces camps
recently constructed, the CSF have bean recruited from other areas. Because
of their inexperience and unfamiliarity with the TAOR, they are initially at
a large disadvantage. This disadvantage must be considered when planning and
conducting operations.
R:CO1MNDATI0N
(16)

None.

Timeframes for Arclight Clearance.

(Company A)

Requests for Arc).ight clearance have at times severely restricted
CBSERVATION
ground operations from CIDG camps.
EVALUATIrN.- Nearly all arclirht requests are for 30 day periods. Although a
24 hour advance warning is given prior to the actual strike, detachments are
reluctant to commit troops to the strike zone dfring the clearance period. A
delay or breakdown in comunications could result in annihilation of the entire
patrol, During the clearance period, all interdiction efforts by ground
elements cease and the VC/NVA forces have free _in f thnt nnrtion of th TAOR.
RECCH9W'NDATION: That the timeframe for arclight clearances be reduced to a
shorter period, tee..seven days. This timeframe would allow sufficient time
t analyze intelligence and expand the ordnance without being deleterious to

ground operations.
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(17)

Oerations along Enemy Supply Routes.

(Company A)

OBSERVATION.
Enemy construction and security parties along enemy roads are
particularly vulnerable to allied operations.
EVATUATION. Due to increased resupply requirements created by their more
frequent use of large calibor mortars and rockets, the enemy has had to build
and improve his lines of comunication. Small unit ambushes conducted against
construction crews and security elements have provided rood results.
!1COMENDATIO: None.
(18) Employment of Claymore Mines in Ambushes.

(Company B)

OBSERVATION . When an ambush is set up, claymore mine- should be arranged not
only to effectively cover troops within the killn' zone, but also to cover
troops not yet in the killing zone. This may be achieved by facing the claymore
down the length of the trail.
EVALUATIONR Inexnerienced troops often spring an ambush prematurily by firing
before the enemy force is entirely within the killinp zone. Claymores
positioned at either end of the killing zone can effectively compensate for
the premature keying of an ambush.
RECOMM iNDATI07g4
(19)

None.
(Company B)

1rea Ambushes,

01SERVATrI1.

It has been found that best results from area ambushes are
obtained when elements are dispersed "r, a minimun of three ambush positions
over a distance of at least 1500 meers. Troops manning the ambush positions
should be rotated to prevent fatigue and restlessness. It has also been
observed that the NVA will continue to use infiltration routes, even after
numerous contacts, because of inadequate communications.
EVALUATi"T0

None.

R&CO0-';bD ',iTON.

None.
(Company A)

(20) Ambush versus Movement.

OBSERVATION- Rather than spending the entire day mc.;ing through an operational
area, it is often rore -rofitable for the unit to periodically stop and set up
ambushes for several hours along irell traveled paths and trails.
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u brw been nht4nAT
.il
T+ Ins been fo,n4 that the majority of VC
when the VC were moving ind the CSF were in stationary positions, either ambush
or RONh Conversely, the greatest number of friendly casualties occurred when
the friendly troops were moving and the VC were in a static position.
KVA.&jTW.

1ECOMN1DLTIONs
(21)

None.
(Company A)

Use Of CSF for Secrit

OBSERVATIOKh Camp Strike Forces soldiers are not suited for static security
missiond either by inclination or organization0
EVALUATION,, Camp Strike Force soldiers have been tas1ed with the responsibility
One US artillery FSB, for which a CSF unit
of providing security for US units0
had the security mission? had to be moved eventually because of the difficulties

encountered in keeping the CIDG from going AWOL at will0

US unit commanders

generally do not understand that the USASF are advisors to the VNSF and that
the USASF cannot issue orders to the CSF and have them immediately carried out,
In a road security type mission, they have neither the communications, mobility,
or responsiveness to rapidly react,
RECOaNENDATION
(22)

None.

2ontact Between USASF and VNSF During Operations,

OBSERVATIONS It is imperative that the
contact at all tines during operations,
enemy, The practice of having the same
on operations as frequently as possible
accurately how the other will react in

(Company A)

USASF and VNSF remain in physical
especially during contact with the
USASF and VNSF participate together
would help them to estimate more
any given situation,

Recently, an element made contact with the VC; the USASF and
EVALUATIONThe VNSF subsequently
VNSF became sUlit durin2 the subsecuent maneuvering!.
became surrounded an could not receive any outside support due to the absence
of US cammunications aL the scene of the action.
RECO019NDATION -

p(23)

None.

Carrying of the PRC-25 Radio on Combat Operations.

(Company A)

The PRC..25 radio should be carried on Jungle operations inside
OBSERVATT0N.
a rucksack with the short antenna (still attached to the rafio) folded alongside the ra( o inside the rucksack. The radio and antenna are protected from
damage and are concealed from the enemy ousrvation.
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YO

It has been found that damage results to PRC-25 radio5 and rtennas
when the radio is carried on the standard radio packboard during movement through
heavy Jungle, The radio, when exposed to view, is also a primary target for
NVALUATTON

enemy fire.
10EnOM

DATION -

(24)

None.

Improved Firing Charts for CIDG Camp Mortars,

(Company A)

OBSERVATIONg Accurate map data for use in computing data for the camp mortar
fires may be obtained from aerial photos of the camp and surrounding area.
EVALUATIONR Topographical maps do not depict the construction of CIDG camps
and the associated housing or villages nearby. A recent aerial photograph will
clearly show all terrain features and new structures. It also will provide
a rapid means of locating targets for untrained observers, An azimuth index
nn the photo and range scale can easily be established by means of azimuth
line and distance between two known points.
RECOMMENDATION (25)

None.

USASF Inspection of CSF Personnel.

(Company A)

OBSERVATICN . USASF advisors and their VNSF counternarts must inspect CSF
troops prior to every operation in order to insure that they are prepared for
the rigors and eventualities of tombato
EVALUATION. CSF personnel will often depart on operations with no water in
their canteens, thinking they will find water along the way. Also, in order
to lighten their load, tle CSF will depart with 1/h the amount of amunitio.i
required. To insure that no deficiencies are overlooked, USASF personnel
must assist the VNSF in pre-operation inspections,
REC

DATIONT
(26)

None.

CIDG Chain of Command.

OBSERVATIONR

(Company B)

Increased utilization of the CIDG chain of conmmand will develop

more responsible CIDG and free the USASF and VNSF for more important jobs.
EVALUATIONR Discussion and planning between the USASF and VNSF sometimes
result in the complete exclusion of the CIDXI even to the point that orders
are issued directly to the CIDG soldier concerned rather than through the
CIDG chain of command. This results in an ineffective span of control. !IASF
and VNSF are then forced to personnally supervise many details in order to
insure continued progress. The ranking CIDG should be recognized as the supervisor, given the proper instructions, and then neriodically checked.
KECOMMNI TION

None.
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c. Training.
(i) Construction of Airborne Training Apparatus.
OBSERVATIONs

(Dot B-51)

While planning and constructing a Swing Landing Trainer, a basic

training apparatus used in airborne

ining
- It was

d that TH 57-2

Technical Training of the Parachutist, gave insufficient dimensions for prosper
and safe construction of the training aid.
EVALUATION
Other than for the material in TM 57-220, no other publication
is readily available which gives guidance in the construction of training
apparatus used in airborne training. Professional written guidance is necessary
to enable both US and foreign training enters to properly construct these
essential training aids so that when completed they are safe and easy to maintai.n.
FMCOMa2DATION
That TM 57-220 be revised, or an additional manual be pblihed,
to include detailed gnidance1 complete blueprints, and a list of building
materials required for the cons iruction of airborne training aqparatus.
(2) Trainingof 01 (Radio Operator)Replacement Personnel. (Company A)
OBSERVATION: Neizly assigned 05B (Radio Operators) replacement personnel are
arrivingron CONUS insufficiently trained to assune their duties, More

specifically, those personnel are not familiar with the KWM2.A and the AN/PRC-7h.
In addition they cannot send or receive CW fast enough to pass traffic.

EVALUATION

lione,

RECCMMENDATIUw
That a quality control program be instituted at the Special
Warfare Training Center at Fort Bragg. Under this program all operators should
be tested on each pifCeCof equipment found in an A detachment
Those not
familiar witnk the equlxient should be recycled through the training in the areas
in which weaknesse.e are shown.
(3)

Realistic

T

v

fining
n Quick Reaction Firing.

(Company B)

OBSERVATIONs k:-Inv at fixed targets appearing at constant ranges is a fine
method for trainLig CSF soldiers in basic marksmanship, but such conditions arb
artiitiai for conditions of .lose ji..,-me cabat. A morc realistic
al 4
rangee -t
quick reaction firing should be established,
EVALUATIONS: A realistic range for quick reaction firing can be established along
a section of a trqilo Silhouette type taragets can be fastened to the hinged lid
of 4.2" mortar amnmo boxes so that they can be remotely swnmp into view by lane
coachee with lerths of wire. This type of range has proven effective in developing close controlled fire at specified targets an-d dirnisbed the tendency of
strikers to empty their magazines during the initial burst of fire,
REZOrIWUDATIi.

None,
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IntelliRence,

(1) VC Infiltration int

the CIDG,

(Company C)

OBSERVA2IONx The VC are using the CIDG recruiting programs as means for
infiltrating agents into the CIDG,. Mass recruitment of personnel into the
CIDG should be avoided,
ZVALUATIONg Investigation following a recent attack on a C3F outpost revealed
that several VC had infiltrated the ranks of the CIDGo Further interrogation
of captured suspects revealed that a niuner of local VC infiltrated into the
CIDG camp through the camr's mass recruitment progi. a conducted in December 1967.
A total of 27 actual or suspected VC infiltrators were subsequently apprehended.
Recrufiting in smaller numbers would have allowed more thorough security checks
of personnel.
RECOMMEI3NDATION:
(2)

None.

Detecting Vj Infiltrator

Among thp CTD.

(Company C)

OBSERVATION: Unannounced alerts or simulated attacks have proven successful in
causing VC infiltration agents to give themselves away prematurily.
EVALUATION. DurinF unannounced alerts, careful observation of the CIDG may
reveal some conspicu.us act that wiJl identify any VC infiltrators. In one
case, the VC agents within the camp were to tie a handkerchief to their right
wrist when tho camp came under attack.
RECOMNDATION:

None.

(3) Records Pertaining to Intelligence Agents,

(Company B)

OBSERVATION: Accurate records pertaining to agents must be maintained in
order to insure the smooth transition between departing USASF Intelligence
personnel anO their replacements. These records must not only identify the
agents but also give background on the effectivwuness and reliability of the
agent,
EVALUATIONh A rapid turnover in intellipence personnel due to casualties and
end of tour transfers recently occurred in an A detachment. There was no overlap period to allow new personnel to acquire the personal liowledre held by
their predecessor and the detachment found itself in a nos'.tion in ',hich the
effectiveness and identity of some agents was unknown. No records had been
maintained to preserve this informatlon.
RECO14IENDATION.-

None,
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Mry 1968

for Period

(Cipany A)
(i) Use of Cameras to Record Intelligence.
"SERVA2ION
Intelligence gained from the use of han: held cameras on combat

operations is invaluable and! this intelligence gathering mediun should be
utilized more often.
Dirina a debriefing follownr, an operation in which three enemy
E,'ALUATION
vehicles were destroyed, no one was able to identify or describe any vital
characteristics of the vehicles. A photograph of the vehicles would have
recoroed this infonration, Photographs of base camps, trails, enemy positions,
etc. accompanied by their six digit coorlinate locations on the map would
provide unquestionably valuable Antelligence. Each oneratinnal A detachment
is authorized one Pen EE and one Polaroid camera for this purpose.
RECCI TNDATION .

None,

(5) Dissemination

of Intelligence,

(Conpany A)

OBSERVATIONn An effective and rapid method of disseminating intellience can
be gained through the lateral exchange of B detrtchment INTSUMS and intellience
spot reports,
EVALUATION., Due to the close proximity of certain operational A detachments
under the control of different B detachments and the high degree of mobility
demonstrated by enemy Main Force units, it is imperative that A detachments be
kept informed of the enemy situation in the adjacent areas.
REGOi4,ENDATION.

None.

(6) Dissemination of StLAR Readouts,

(Company A)

The value of intelligence gained by airborne sensors is increased
OBSERVATION
by the rapid dissemination of inflight readouts.
It is most importazit that SLAR readouts be qxpedittously dispatched
EVALUATION.
to the B Detachments in whose areas enemy activity has been noted, Infliaht
readouts can be transmitted from the aircraft to the annrrpato Field Force G2
Air, to the Special. Forces Company, and then to the respective B -n6 A
detachments in approximately 10-I5 minutes after the Initial sighting, Ope-tions
in the field can then be notified and react imrediately to enemy activity
detected in their area,
REC(-UAENDATIONS.- None.
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(I)

(,134)

Damage to 10 KW Generators.

OBSEIWATIONs

it has been found that a slight modification of 10 KW generator

engines has significantly reduced engine failures.
EVALUATI0S Fifty 10 KW diesel engine driven geners.tors were distributed
throughout the II Corps area. Constant vibration of the oil cooler, mounted
on the radiator core, caused the Joints of the inlet and outlet oil lines to

crack at the joints.

Thus the oil was pumped out and caused the engine to burn

up. Eight engine failures occurred in this manner wi thir, a five day period.
The engines were modified by running a direct retirn line from the oil filter
to the oil pan, by passing the oil cooler. There were no further engine failures
from the above m.entioned deficiency.
FMCOMKWATIONT

days after it

That new equipment be closely observed during the first

has been placed in operation.

few

Despite thorough testing at the

factory, *bugs" sometimes develop while operating under field conditions. If
malfunctions which coiild permanently damage the equipment begin to appear,
oper ion of the machinery should cease until technically qalified personnel
nd an opportunity to examine the item.
'Ia
.)

Use of Propane Gas in Lieu of Acetylene.

(Company A)

OBS WATIIONg Propane should be used in lieu of &cetylene only in emergency
situations and then for only short periods of time.
EVALUATI0N2 The unavailability of acetylene has resulted in a loss of construction
time at CIDG camps as well as at the FSP. It was found that propane or butane
can be usgd if cutting must be done, but that its use for prolonged periods
tends to ruin the cutting torch tip, Propane is also more dangerous than acetylene.
RECOKIENDATION.

None.

(3) Fire Breaks in Storage Areas,

(Company A)

COSERVATIONs Fire Breaks should be created when stockpiling materials. Space
fire fightint equipment to enter.
should be left in storage areas to peiit
Piles of lumber should be broken by intervals of space or by some type of noncombustible material to keep any fires combined to one area.
EVALUATION.- A fire caused by 122 m rocket fire destroyed much lmber and
equipeent in a FSP storage yard. Much material had to be moved in order for
fire trucks to gain access to the fire. Many combustible materials had to be
moved to prevent their catching on fire. The presence of fire breaks in the
storage area would have minimized damage and facilitated extinguishing the fire.
RZC0 MENDATION.

None,
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(4),

(C-

______of__

'

Ail

OBSERVATTON
When it is necessary to 3tore large amounts of lumber that will
not be shipped out immediately, extra high dunnage should be used for the bottom
pa-llet to prevent the bottom libter from being soaked during the rainy season.
EVALUATION . None.o

RECOWEMDATION-

None,
(Company B)

(5) Issue of CIDG Uniforms,
OBSERVATIONs

CIDG soldiers should not be issued new rfl thing without direct

exchange for his old clothing.

Old clothing should be repaired for reissue or

destroyed,
EVALUATION.
It has been reported that VC have been sifhted wearing tiger
fatigues and bata boots, Also, many civilians possess either narts of or
entire tiger fatigue uniforms because of failure to account for old articles of
clothing prior to issuing new clothing to CIDG soldier
RECaeNDATION-

Noneo

(6) Over Extension of Assets,

(Company A)

TSERVATION
When planning construction efforts involving large amounts of
material and air movement assets, it is essential that adequate means and
supervisory personnel are made available before beginning the project.
EVALUATION. One B Detachment recently had the resoonmibility for suonorting
the simultaneous construction of two Special Forces CIDG camps and a B detachment
compound. -ue to lack of sufficient personnel, materials, and air movement
assets, one or more of these construction efforts periodically fell behind
schedule. Temporary augmentation of personnel to the B detachment S4 section
would have alleviated the personnel shortages,
RECOMMENDATION:

None,

(7) Preparation of CODEX Contciners for Use as B, kkg:rs,.
OBSERVATIONS

(Company A)

Unserviceable CONEX containers make nitable bunkers until more

substantial structures can be built; however, the preoaration of the CONEX
container, to include the cutting of siring ports, should be accomolished prior
to deliver; to the CIDG camp site.
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EVALUATION. At two recently opened CIDG camps, CONEX containers were 11tilized
bunkers. Seve-al of ti:ese containers arrived on site without
machinegun
as
firing
ports already cut and oxygen. aietylene, nnd cuttinr torchies had to be
delivered in order that portoi could be cut.
detaclment was unnecessarily ihcreased.
RECQ4MNDkTI0N:

An already heavy workload on the

None,

(8) 1528 Low Altitude Parachute Extraction Delivery System (LAPES). (Company D)
OBSERVATION- The 1528 LAPS system has proved to be a highly effective method
cf delivering large amounts of barrier and construction material in a short
period of time.
EVALUATIONs After a camp site has been secured and is ready to receive initial
deliveries of construction and barrier material, a delivery system which is
capable of delivering large payloads in a short time is an absolute necessity.
The 1528 LAPES system was satisfactorily used to delive. 35,000 lb loads of
these materials to a new CIDG camp site. The terrain was suitable for the use
of this system and the accuracy ad recovery iate of materials was excellent.
DATION:

SREC-E

None,

(9) Substitute Building Material.

(Company B)

When other materials such as tin or wire screen are unavailable,
OBSERVATION
woven bamboo matting nrovides an excellent subst-tut3 mnterial to ise in false
roofs which are built over bun'ars to predetonate mortar rounds.
EVALUATION:

None.

-RC(,,Y1T14DATI0N: None,
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Other,

(I) Ps thological Impact of Tet Offensive,

for Period

($5)

OBSEVIATIONc The actions of the CsDG (Montagnard) soldiers duri:g the Tot
offensive were praised by Vietnamese people from all. levels of society. This
rapport between normally hoc-tile groups (Vietnam. se and Montagard) should be
exploited and nurtured in an effort to close te wide gap in undersi-anding and
cooperation between the groups.
EVALUATION: Many IDG units are credited with savinp vailios cities and areas
from enemy occupation and con6rol during the Tet period, At the present timei,
This
the CIDG soldier is accorded a higher dcgzee of respect than over before.
is a major psychological achievement, especially where montagoard O1DG were
employed in areas in which the population is primarily ethnic Vietnamese.
Soldiers who participated in the defense of an area should be encouraged to
visit the area again. 1he unit, which was engaged in combat and the possible
destruction of a g-iven area, 8hould offer to help the people rebuild their
homes whenever possible,
RECO U4TK)ATION:
(2)

None.

Civic Action Support for

Hefugs

.

05)

OBST)'W TTIN : Enc,, opecial Forces IDO camp shol]d have a d efinlte plan to
provide for refugees within t.heir cnTab!lity, but should also have contingency
Each District
plans to quickly seek outsid'. -. p witen their limit is roached.
,
" *Province has funds available foi refugee assistance in enerency situations

3
'.

nave soiac supplies stockpiled to absorb the
Agencies refugee,,.
all
US
Volunteer
impact
of unexpected
,:4al
i

EVALUATION: Innediately fol.lowtng the attacks on the major cities during Tet,
many thousands of people were temporarily destitute .cnd turned to Special
Forces camps for assist
:e. Most Sp'ecia' Force., camps are prepared at all
times to handLc a llmited number of refugees for thort periods of time;
howcvcr, the number of peo)le involved +uri.n.g 'let Areatly exceeded the capability
tried to
c-:f the camps to adeouate~y care for the refugeOes 0 Many ca -,ns still
•re.jde fr
the refuge-s frum their own resources and did not. as1k for help
'1,,n OVA,, i, Volintner Agencies
Many refugees received little
or no care or
.
ance.
R~r<I
'END~iI,

:None.o
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(3) Lon RRn

Civic Action Pro ects

($5)

OBSERVATION; In addition to high impct, short range civic
action projects,
each are- in South Vietnam noeds long rangc programs planned to bolster the
favorable GVN imag e created by the short range progrmis. Those long range
plans should always be formulated in a way to bring the people being assisted
into the activities. These should be self-help programs whenever possible.

EVALUATION.

Throughout the Republic of Vietnam, the ma.ority of Civic Action
projects being plannud or conducted seem to be those designed to quibkly iTp-css
the people of a Fiven araa with the sincere desiz , of VIN to assist then.. These
short range, high inpact prolects are quite 1vsefuL ir areas where the allegiafice
of the population is questionable, or where the people have expressed a desire
for help in a specific area, But as.i a grnnral r',le, if an image is quickly
created, it teads to be quickly forgotteni.
RECONKN'DATION:

(4)

None,

Effectiveness of Louds2eakers Versus Leaflets in PSYOPS,

(Company A)

OBSERVATION: In some instances loudspeaker broadcast are more successful in
inducing the enemy to rally than are leaflets. The broadcast should be area
oriented and shmld name specific places to which the enesng who desires to
rally may go.
EVALUATION: Interrogation of several VC who rallied to the OVN at Special
Forces canps reveals that the VC have an intense anti-leaflet curaigr to
diminish the efforts of the US/VH PSYOPS campaign.
There are heavy penalties
for VC who are caught with leaflets in their possession,
They have not, however,
prevented the VC from, listanng to aerial broadcasts,
REC1T1h1t;UIATbON.

None.

(5)Utilzation

of RYOPA

cra ft_

(S5)

OBSERVATION g Most areas in the RSTN have PSYOPS aircraft writh night flying
s.pabilttic;.
Theso aircraft oar be used as a woapon in i..uch
the same manaer
that H & I fire is utilized,
EVALUATT0N- Most Special Forces detachments request and utilize PSYOPS aircraft
only when they are in definite contact with an enemy uni.t, or only when they
desire an appeal directed at a small specific group, When intelligence sources
indicate a.probable locatton of enery troops, a night speaker misston covering
the entire general area should be requested. These "no doze" missions will
create the impression that we possess "hard"1 intelligence about the location of
the unit. and at the arme time, provide haras-mnent by possible keeninF the
nemy awake.
The air,;raft does not need specific messages to broadcast. Many
types of music are unnerving when heard at night and tapTe of irritating noises
can, easily be produced locally.
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REC0a-EENDATION

None,.

(6) Effectivens of PSYOP Themes in Ill CTZ

(cohpany A)

OBSERVAT[OR4

In III CTZ, the theme of hardships to be endured in the juingle
is not very effective against NVA or NVA reinforced VC Main Force units .
Hoiever, the theme of family separation is effective.
Conversely, the theme of
hardship to be endured is effective againsu VC ragionlal forces while the theme
of faml ly separation is ineffective.
EVALUATIONs PSYOPS in III CTZ, as directed by JUSPAO, were reassessed during
February and the necessary changes in material to be directed at the various
target groups were instituted.

RECOIU-FlDATION

Noneo

(7) Airboat Communications Equipment.
OBSSRVATIONairboats.

The AN/VRC-4J

(Signal Officer)

radio ha s been found insatisfaetory for use with

E"ALUATIONs On 4 April 1968, an airboat test team evaluated the AN/VRC-h7
radio for poesible use with the airooat complpxo Evaluat on indicated that tha
weighl. of the conmunications eqaipmc!)t 9 approximniately 110 pounds9 adversely
affected the operation of the boat at high speeds, It was further notad that
an extensive training program, on the operation of the equipment would be requia-ed
Zor indigenous personnel. Based on the above factors the equipment teas rated
unsatisfactory
Evaj.uation of other equipment for use with the airboats continues.
iiECOM,,p, IDIai . None

(8)

Airboat Communications Equipment.

(Company D)

OBSERVATiON: The main problems in airboat comnunications center around two
factors3 engine noise and equipment weight.

-r.,ALUA ,_,N-2t:-.t
- w -,, t1L'--, series M radi-Lo - st4.1cd
'-.airboat
and the CVC t;inl.er-, helmet proved the VRC-12 to be too heavy for airboat
operations. The CVC helmet proved to be ideal In reducins engine noise. The
AN/PRC-25 radio and CVC tanker's helmet has proven to be the most effective
combination for airboat connunications.
RECUITNDATION.- None,.
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(9) FM Radio Frequency allocations,

for Period
(Det B-51)

OBSERVATION.
It has been found that FM frequencies assigned to US units in
RVN are also being utilized by other allied forces, specifically ROY forces,
EALUATION: In each instance where the above situation existed, the units
involved stated that the frequency authorization was passed from higher level
anits.
R.2C I2AMDATION
That close coordination of frequency allocations among FWMAP
be effected at the highest level possible.
.10)

Use of the M-79 Grenade Launcher as a Signal Device. (Company A)

OB3SIRVATIONg A nenlight placed in the barrel of an M-79 provides a better
sigraling device than doer a plain flashlight.
EVALUATION- The M-79 barrel conceals the light from enemny detection and gives
the light a directional aspect.
3CQI-2.1ZNDATION
That a similar signal device be developed which could be
placed in the M-79 and activated by the M-79 trigger mechanism.
(11)

Support of Toer

(Company A)

AB-O5.

OBSERVATI0N
The AB-101 tower is vulnerabl.e to hostile fire since the cutting
of any one of the three support cables would cause it to fall. By sinking the
tower ten feet in the ground and encasing it in cement, this danger can be
eliminated,

EVALUATION%

None.

PRCM NNDATION
(12)

None.

Aeromedical Evacuation in IV CorDs Tactical Zone.

(Group Surgeon)

OBSERVA'PION
The shortage of air ambulance aircraft in IV Corps Tactical Zone
often leads to an ex cessive amount of tme in acquiring air evacuation for US
personnel.
EY'ALVATION: Because of the excessive n-ount of time that is involved in
acquiring air evaciation by air ambulance aircraft, it has often been necessary
to use any available and suitable tactical aircraft for evacuation purposes.
Tactical aircraft can perform air avacuation mtsstors, but only at the expense
of the tactical mission.
RECQ-.UNDAT[CNf That more air ambulance units be assigned to IV CTZ and
positioned in a number of locations to provide adequate air evacuation support.
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(13) Unavailability of Sand and Gravel for Construction (Company u)

OBSERVATION: In certain portions of Vietnam the acqnisitlon of sufficient sand
and gravel at a location next to the construction site is almost impossible due
to inadequate tools and a lack of sufficient wheeled vehicles. In addition,
helicopter lift capability is generally insufficient to insure adequate
aggregates on site to continue construction at a programmed pace.
EVALUATION. Foundations and bunkers can be constructed from large timbers that
will provide support and protection comparable to concrete if properly designed.
Concrete should be considered as a last resort in isolated areas devoid of
natural sand and gravel deposits, The cost of agregates in both price and
transportation costs is extremely high compared to timber.
RECOMENDATIONg- None.

(14) Water Purification.

(Engineer Officer)

CBSERVATION: Source of water in CMOG camps varies from wells to canals or
rivers. Subsequently foreign matter, such as dirt and debris, must be filtered
from the water prior to consumption.
EVALUATION. Sedimentation of large particles of foreiKn material in natural
water supplies can be imnroved by adding alum (aluminimm sulfate) to the water.
This creates a heavy floc that rapidly settles out larger dirt particles. In
acid waters, soda ash should be added to neutralize the natural acidity. This
procedure should always be used when Army standard filters a-e lised as these
filters are designed to remove microscopic dirt particles and large orgbnisms.
To filter dirty water through standard T',ltrs without nrlor sedimentation
rapidly destroys their effectiveness and may spoil their filtering properties
altogether by providing lrge spaces on ime filter through which orvanisms can
pass that would be removed by proper sedimentation prior to filtering. Calcium
hypoch-orite in powder form or in solution (laundry bleach) is an effective
decontamninant irnmost areas, however, it should be noted that in some areas of
Vietnam there exists dangerous organisms that resist destruction by chlorination.
A thorough water examination by competent medical nersonnel should be requested
in questionable areas. If such organisms are present, boiling the water is
the alternative in addition to clorination.
mECME4TDATION?

None.
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CPT Arnold/ms/LBN 4485
SUBJECT: Operational Report of 5th Special Forces Group (Abn) for Period
Ending 30 Apr1 196P,. RCS CSFOR-65 (RI) (U)
HLAIYZJAJ:TERS, US ARMY VIETNA!M, APO San Francisco 96375
1 JUN 1368
TO:

Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATIN:
APO 96558
Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development,
ashington, D. C 20310

GPOP-DT,

Department of the Army,

1.
(U) This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons Learned
for the quarterly period ending 30 April 1968 from Headquarters, 5th Special
Forces (Airborne), 1st Special Forces,
2.

(C) Pertinent comments follow:

a. Reference item concerning requirements for Special Forces Aidmen, page
44, paragraph 2a8).
Nouconcur that all medical aidmen in excess of the units
authorization be kept in the group.
This headquarters requisitions personnel
based upon the authorized strength in all iO's and grades, not on command
requiremenLs. The 5th SF0 is authorized 231 E1/E5 .OS 91B against an operating
strength of 276 or 45 E7/E5 LOS 913's in excess to authorized.
This headquarters
haF been tasked by MACV to furnish 2176 personnel for the Regional Force/Popular
Force, CY 68 buildup. Of this total, 335 are meical specialists NCO's, To
support this personnel requirement, the 5th SFG has been levied to date to fur.nish 45 medical aidnen.
Therefore, since the 5th SFG is over its authorized
strength in medical aidhnen, this headquartucs must reassign this personnel
overage to higher priority cou;nand requirements.
b. ihefercrnte item concerning obtaining tactical air support, page 45, paragraph 2b(4).
Voiiconcur.
Instruction on tactical air suoport is part of the POI
in the majority of service schools and in moot cases is conducted by Air Force
personnel,
c. Reference. iem concerning construction of airborne training apparatus
page 53, piaragraph 2c(l).
Corncu.r.
d.
Reference. item concerning timeframes for arclight clearance, page 49,
paragraph 2b(16).
Concur with reconmendation.
Units recquesting arcrlght
.,trikes gre rcop'n'-anbe for obtaining clearance of the targ c t area.
The tinefravoe for cccav n('e cin varV from at indefinite period to one or two days,
depenoing oj the r(q)eL§-ing onit's desires and concurrence by province officials.
A 24+ !hour aduciriec warni for approved arclight requests is given to Field Force/
jn turn readmressed to the requesting and adjacent units.
aeddqua-.ier,
50
Corps
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Forces Group (Abn) for Period
Operational Report of 5th Scial
Ending 30 April 1968, ECS CSFOR-65 (Ri) (U)

All arclight messages are transmitted using FLASH precedence followed by telephonic confLrmation and, if necessary, personal liaisons This notification
procedure assures adequate warning to units operating in the target area.
Units following this established procedure increase the effectiveness of the
arclight program.
e. Reference item concerning FM radio frequency allocations, page 62,
FM frequencies are currently
Concur in the reconmendation.
paragraph 2g(9).
allocated in block to Field Force Headquarters for subsequent reaLlocation
within their areas of responsibility. The limited FM frequencies available,
the hiLh density of FM sets, and limited geographic area of operations, makes
Further, it is essential
continuous coordination of frequencies imperative.
that reports of dual utilization be made on a timely basis. U. S. and Free
ornd Forces operating within those areas coordinate with the Field Force Headquarters on frequency requirements. This arrangement is deemed the most
appropriace coordination level for the operational situation within RVN.
f. Reference item concerning aerornedical evacuation in IV Corps Tactical
This office is aware of the need
Concur.
Zone, page 62, paragraph 2g(12).
for additional air-ambulance aircraft (Dust-off) in the Delta and currently is
negotiating for real estate in that region for the placement there of a medical
Luch placement will increase available aircraft and should
detaclment (RA).
reduce response time for aeromedical evacuations.
g. Reference item concerning use of the _79 grenade launcher as a signal.
device, page 62, paragraph 2g(l0): Nonconcur. A strobelight, official designator, Marker Light Distress, FSN 62300675209, a component of the survival kit,
lightweight aviator, is considered appropriate for covert signal requirements.
This light is available for issue upon submission of requisitcn with appropriate justification. Therefore, additional development effort is not felt to be
warranted.
FOit TH-v COI .ANCLt:

Captaiii. ACC
Copy furnished:
HQ, 5th SFG (Abn)

Assistsnt Adjitant General
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PO-DT (15 May 68)
SUfJECT:

(C) 2d Id

Ope.ational R.eport of HQ, 5th Special Forces Gp (Abn) for
Period Ending 30 April 1968, RCS CSFOR-65 (RI) (U

HQ, US Army, Pacific, APO San Francisco 96558
TQ:

6 JUN 1868

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the
Army, Washington, D. C. 20310

1. (U) This headquarters has evaluated subject report and forwarding
indorsement and concurs in the report as indorsed.
2. (C) The following additional comments are pertinent to the ist
Indorsement:
The recommendation is reasonable and
a. Reference paragraph 2d:
will serve to improve intelligence on the target areas and the effectiveness of the arclight program.
b.

Reference paragraph 2f:

(I) Current medical air ambulance service is provided in IV CTZ by
the 82d Medical De!tachment (RA) located at Soc Trang.
(2) The 45th Medical Company (Air Ambulance maintains two air
ambulances on site at Dong Tam, vicinity of My Tho.
(3) One additional air ambulance detachment has been programmed for
deployment to Can Tho and is scheduled to arrive in Vietnam in December
1968.
FOR THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF:

C. 1.

,;S

CPT, AGC
Asst AG
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Operational Report of 5th Special Forces Group (Abn)
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LEGEND:

C&C

-

Command and Control

GSF
MSF

-

Camp Strike Force (Formerly Civilian Irregular Defense Group)
Mobile Strike Force (Formerly Mike Force)

S/SS
VN

-

Sector/Sub3ector
Vietnamese
Montagnard

BS

MONT
RF
PF
TC

RS

-

Border Surveillance

- Fegional Force (Province Level)
- Popular force (District Level)
- Training Center

- Recondo School
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AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS;

DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS.
DO o5201

CONFIDE'!TIAL
'I'ATI STI CAL DATA

1.

(C)

Mission$

CTZ

TOTAL

=~I ldfo

5M7

b.

Platoon

868

2132

2092

8381

13473

c.

CompAny or Larger

348

875

669

1761

3653

108

522

325

398

1353

(C)
o

3.

V
CTZ

111
CTZ

Squad

11a.

2.

II
CTZ

3M3

)i4

Contacts,
Contacts resulting from Friendly
Offensive Action:

b.

VC attacks on installations and

54

111

171

549

885

c.

convoys .
Tncidents:

31

37

67

426

561

(C)

Confirmed VC Losses:

a.

KIA

317

915

421

839

2492

b.

WIA

74

78

98

136

386

c.

CPTR

52

73

38

294

457

d.

Quarterly Comparison of Confirmed VC Losses Country-wide:
YJA
CPTR
2d Quarter 67
19-1
-5a
291
1624
3d Quarter 67
4th Quarter 67
2041
228
lst Qarter 68
2492
457

4. (C) USASF Losses:
a.

KIA

3

9

4

1

17

b.

WIA

27

81

27

39

174

c.

MIA

10

1

1

0

12

d.

Quarterly comparison of USASF casualties country-wide:
KIA
WIA
MIA
TOTAL
2d Quartr L?
"
109
1
92
16
3d Quarte- 61
188
5
146
37
4th Quarter 67
b1&Quart" 68
17
174
12
283

Incl 2

o 5 6h SFQA ORLL for Quarter Ending 30 April 1968
DU.)NGRADE AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS
DECLASSIFIED A1'MR 12 YEARS
DOD DIR 520O.10

CONF IDENT IAL
77

U

CO.F IDENTIAL
I
CTZ

STATISTICAL DATA (COMINUED)

TI
CTZ

III
C_Z

IV
CTZ

oAL

8
9

2
12

3
7

13
31

5. (C) VNSF Losses
a.
b.

KIA
WiA

3

c.

MIA

6

d.

Quarterly Comparison of VNSF

6

Casualties Country-wide.

KIA

2d Quarter 67
3d Quarl-r 67
4th Quarter 67
Ist Quarter 68

2
7
13

WIA

MiA

-25

2

TOTAL
-3-5

16
26
31

2
6

18
35
50

6. (0) CIDG Losses
ao

KIA

28

138

137

127

430

b,

WIA

540

MIA
Quarterly Comparison of CIDG
Casualties Country-wide.

466
18

316
7

1477

a.
d.

155
2084

2d Quart-or 67
3d Quarter 67
4th Quarter 67
1st Quarter 68
7

WIA
IJ419
1012
1254
1477

TOTAL
1986
1300
1779
2144

MIA
131
28
104
237

(C) RF/PF Losses
a.

KIA

17

7

9

188

221

bo

WIA

16

17

22

359

414

78

105

c.o MIA
d. Quarterly Comparison of RF/PF
Casualties Country-wide.

8.

KIA
436
260
421
430

237

27
KI

WIA

MIS

TOTAL

2d Quarter 67
3d Quarter 67

101
56

178
167

26
1

305
224

4th Quarter 67
ist Quarter 68

136
221

371
414

28
105

535
740

63

92

89

3W?

64
214

(C) Weapons
a. Friendly Weapons Loet
b. Esaw Weapomn Lost

COL I 11C'T IAL

"

379
570

598
1252
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE CIDG PROGRAM, 1964 - 1968 (U)

1.

(5) Background and Early Development of the CIDG Program:

a. Concept and Objectives: The CIDG progra was established on I November
1961 under the operational control of the Combined Studies Division (CSD) of
MACV.
The program was designed to develop counterinsurgency paramilitary forces
from ethnic minority groups in remote areas of Vietnam where the government had
little or no control and to gain the loyalty and cooperation of these isolated
groups. The paramilitary force, once trained and developed, would offer a measure of self protection to the population in these remote areas, reduce support
to the VC, create obstacles to VG activities and movement, and provide an intelligence capability.
b. Responsibilities: The role of the USASF personnel was then, as it is
now, to advise and assist i'so VNSF in the conduct of the CIDG program.
c. Support: USASF personnel were given the initial responsibility for
providing the logistical and administrative support and the military training
of the paramilitary Strike Forces and Hamlet Militia of the related Strategic
Hamlet Program. The CSD retained overall responsibility, including that of
logistical and financial support, until July 1963 when responsibility for counterinsurgency programs ir' RVN passed to MACV in a phased operation called
SWITCHBACK. During the initial stage of the paramilitary CIMG program, funds
for the program were received through Controlled American Source (CAS) channels
because of the necessity for certain deviations in Army funding and logistical
regulations. In order to continue the support of paramilitary forces through
Department of the Army channels, these deviations were anoroved under OPERATXQN
SWITCHBACK. The Army Counterinsurgency Support Office (USACISO) was established,
initially under G4, USARYIS, on 27 February 1963 to effect support of OPERATION
SWITCHEACK through tri-service suiply depots and local procurement and to account for the out-of-country PAPASOL SWITCHLACK funds. In-country funds for
procurement and salaries were received from CSD and accounted for by UJSASF.
d, De

.elopent
through 1964s

(1) The program made initial success in an experimental effort with the
Rhade tribe of Darlac Province in II CTZ. By 1 February 1963, U.S. Special
Forces A Detachments were located in all four Corps Tactical Zones at approximately 25 operational CIDG camp sites. There was a control B Detachment at
each of the Corps Headquarters. By August 1963, USASF detachments, working
through counterpart Vietnamese Special Forces units, had trained and armed
14,645 Strike Force (CIDG) and 37,918 Hamlet Militia. On 26 October 1963, USASF
in Vietnam were assigned al additional mission, the responsibility ror the
Incl L to 5th SFGA CRLL for
Syecial Handling Required
Not Releasable to Foreign
Nationals.
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Border Su-veillance (BS) Program which had started in June 1962 under the

operational control of CSD.

Units in this progran had previously been called

"Trailwatchers". and later "Mountain Scouts". Personnel from the Border mirveillance and Mountain Scout units were Integrated into Strike Forces and
other units. In November 1963, there was a total of four BS CIDG camp sites.
By mid-1964 the total had incre sod to 18, which wns one half the total CIDG
camp sites staffed by USASF.
The trend for the establishment of camps closer
to the border areas had begun.

(2) Although CSD directed the program up to 1 July 1963, from the beginning the actual field operations were carried out by Special Forces personnel
with the first regular detachments being deployed in March 1962. Up to October 1964, these detachments were deplo3 ed to RVN for six months temporary
duty from Okinawa (lt
Special Forces Group), and CONUS (5th and 7th Special
Forces Groups). After October 1964, all personnel were deployed on permanent
change of station (PCS). Headquarters, USA Special Forces (Provisional) (Vietnam) was established in September 1962 in Saigon to command the Special Forces
detachments on TDY in the RVN. The personnel assigned to the headquarters
were on a PCS basis. In May 1963, the headquarters was moved to Nha Trang and
in October 196h, was reorganized as HQ, 5th Special Forces Group (Airborme).
2.

(S)

Growth and Development of the CIDG Program, 1964 - 1968:

a. General: Since 1964, the CIDG program has expanded tremendously as
reflected by the statistics at inclosure 1. The number of CI
camps has
expanded from 25 in 1964 to the present total of 64. The total number of
CI1) in the program has increased from approximately 20,000 to h2.,962. A
corresponding increase in personnel (USASF and VNSF), administrative, logistical, and financial suppoit was therefore necessary
Tactics changed and
new concepts were employed during the period0 Target dates were established
for the eventual transfer of control of the CIDG program t3 RVNAF, but could
not be realized. The deployment of US conventional forces to RVN in 1965 affected both CIDG operations and the logistican system° During the enemy TET
offensive in January and February 1968, the CIDG forces demonstrated that they
had developed into the effective paramilitary force envisioned in 1961. The
chronological sequence of significant events and activities found at inclosure
2 reflects the gradual growth and development of the CIDG program, tactics,
organization, concepts employed, and successes and failures during the period
1 January 1964 to April 1968.
b.

CIDG Logistical Support:

(1) There have been few basic changes in the logistical system since 1964;
however, these changes have significantly increased the flexibility and responsiveness of the logistical system. In 1964, supplies and equipment were delivered directly from the Logistical Support Center (ISC) in Nha Trmng by air,
LST, and motor convoy to all detachments except A and B detachments in I Corps
Tactical Zone. Detachment C-1 in Da Nang acted as a forward supoly point (FSP)
for all elements in I CTZo C Detachments in II
I,
and IV CTZ did not act
as forward supply points. Today there are five FSP's, one located at each of
the four C detachmen1 sites and one at Detachment B-23, Ban Me Thout. Each

s "o
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lFSP maittains a 15 day stockage level of all supplies and equipment and is
responsible for supplying subordinate detachments within their Corps area.
The FSP at Pieilrn supports the camps in the northern portion of IT Corps wle
the FSP at Ban Me Thout directly supports the southern half. There are three
principal advantages which have accrued from the forward supply point concept:
(a) Maxim= utilization of aircraft is realised,
(b)

Order-to-ship time from the detachments is reduced0

(c) There is now a disnersion of bulk supvlies which reduces th
tration of supplies at the LSC.

concen-

(2) In 1964 the USACISO furnished about 80 percent of all supplies, and
the remainder was obtained from the US Army Support Command and local sources.
However, with the buildup of US Forces in Vietnam in 1965-1966, many items
which were being ordered from Okinawa were readily available from depots of the
ist Iogistical Command. As a result, an inter-service support agreement (ISS)
was established between the 5th Special Forces Group and USARVo There was an
ISSA already in effect with the Aava3 support activity in I CTZo Under the
provisions of this agreement, co iion class I, II, III, IV, and V items are now
drawn on a reimbursable fill or kil basis (no due outs established) from the
Ist Logistical Command, Most class I supplies are obtained in-country with
the exception of indigenous patrol rations and canned foods which are purchased
in Japan, Class I1 and IV supplies are procurred from two sources9 USACISO
(the primary source), and throuoh the iA., Class III products are obtained
in-country on a reimbuisable basis as is most class V. An atditional source
of supply9 which was also avalable in 19649 is local purchase. Regardless
of the source however, all supolies exept local 5th SFGA puirchases are paid
for by USACISO from PARASOL SWI"CIBACI( binds,
(3) Supplies are delivered from the LSC to the FSPs by both water and
air, but are no longer delivered by motor convoy. Motor convoys are utilized,
however, on a limited basis to transfer surnei-es from the FSP to the subordinate
detachments when air movement or Air drop is not available or nos-ible° Average
monthly tonnage shipped from the LUC incldes 2,J1iO tons air landed, 21 tons
a.ir dropped9 , and 1,070 tons sea Ii 't., Any cane in-couintry can be emergenc'
resnpplied within three hours usinp ore-rig:ed emerrency bundles located both
at tbe LSC and the forwvard sunply points,
C,

CIG Organization.

(1) CIDG Caip Strike Force and Ccmbat Reconnaissance Platoonsz In 1964
a CEIO Light Gqerrilla Company (l50 CIDG personnel) consisted of three rifle
platoon aid one weapons platoon.
Presently the equlivalent conpany, now referred to as a Camp Strike Force Company, consists of 132 CIXr also formed into
three rifle platoons and a weapons platoon, Besides the reduction in personnel,
the main change in the organization of the CIOI company has occurred in the
weapons authorized.
(Su)e charts at inclosure 30) In January 1966 (TOE 3-66),
a combat reconnaissance platoon (CRP) of 34 CIEG was authorized each CTDG camp
to add flexibility and a ro-onnaissance capability. This additional force,

S
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besides givinp the camp an additional capability, compensated for the reduction in maipower per CIDG company, A second CRP pir CIDG camp was authorized

on 1 Feb 1967.
(2)

Mobile Strike Force:

(a) The most significant chanRe in the organization of the CIDG occurred
during the summer of 1965 when the Mike Force now "(Mobile Strike Force) was
established. The need for some type Gf special force to react to emergencies
encountered by the small Spucial Forces camps in IT CTZ was realized early
It
and on 16 October 1964 and "Eagle Flight" detachment was formed at Pleiku.
consisted of five USASF personnel TDY from the 1st SFGA and 36 Rhade Tribesmen.
The Montagnards were trained in the vnrious Special Forces skills and even received the ground portion of Jump training to include the equivalent of the 34
(However, at that time the USASF were specifically not
foot tower training.
authorized to allow the Rhades to cond(,ct actual jumps.) Because the "Eale
Flight" personnel were more highly skilled than the regulnr CITr soldier, a
special (higher) pay scale was approved and overall prade level was also hiF'her.
A hazardous duty pay of 1000 piasters a month was also authorized. Armed with

M2 carbines ard with the direct support of six "slick" helicopters and three
gunships from Camp Holloway, the "Eagle Flight" successfully performed reconnaissance and search and seizure missions, but were mnst effectively utilized
as a reaction force in support of camps under attack and friendly elements
Sometimes they served as a blocking force and somecaught by enemy ambushes.
times as a pursuing force. "Eagle Flight" was entirely mobile.

(b) When the 5th SFG arrived in-country in October 1964, the importance
of the Eale Flight mission as a re'ction force was immediately recognized.
Plans began to be formulated to forn a reaction force for each of the four Corps
areas, The Mike Force was the result. The name "Mike Force" originated from
the phonetic alphabet "Mike" for the "M" in Mobile Force. Mike Force units
were committed as an overt conventional force designed to supplement the offensive power of the Special Forces effort.
(c)
The organizational structure and mission of the Mike Force, when it
was established in August 1965, is depicted at inclosure 4. This structure
was slightly changed by the tine the first Mike Force TO&E wns published in
January 1966. This TO&E provided for a separate recon platoon of 19 men rathr
than three separate six-man recon squads for each of the three rifle squads.
The total authorized strength of the Mike Force Comoany w-s also increased
fr-- 85 to 198. in mid-!966 another conccpt of cmployment of thQ Miko Force
evolved' the Mobile Guerrilla Force (MGF) concept. A Mobile Guerrilla Task
Force consisted of one USASF A Detachment (Command and Control), one 150 man
Mobile Gu*rrilla Company (Mike Force trained in ruerrilla warfare), and one
34 man Combat Reconnaissance Platoon. The force was capable of operating in
remote areas previously considered VC/NVA safe areas for periods of 30 to 60

days.

Its mission included:

border surveillance, interdiction of enemy in-

filtration routes, and the conduct of both reconnaissance and Combat operations.
The concept of operations called for the CRP to deploy into the area of operation ahead of the Mobile Guerrilla Company. The Mobile Gueri.Ila Company
would then deploy and rpact to intelligence furnished by the CRP. These bperations were called "Blackjack" operations. The first MGF oneration, Blackjack
21, was initiated in SW Kontum Province on 13 October 1966 after five weeks of
The operation ended on 10 November 1966 and was a
planning and preparation.
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total success resulting in 45 VC/NVA KIA and several infiltrntion routes, base
camps, and caches located. MGF Blackjack operations continued to be successful,
In mid-1967. integration of the MF
The evolution of the Mike Force continuAd.
and Mike Force began and in October 1967 the two, together, officially became
The missions and capabilities of both
known as the Mobile Strike Force (MSF).
forces were retained. During the period of August 1965 through the summer of
1967, the MSF (formerly Mike Force were under the unilateral command of the
At approximately the same time that the MGF and Mike Force merged into
USASF.
the MSF, the VNSF were also integrated and a joint VNSF/USASF command of the
MSF was established.
d) In December 1967 the MSF expanded to its present authorized strength
of 8250 CIDG, 47 companies of 184 IDG each, and organized as depicted at inclosure 4. Still another expansion of the Mobile Strike Force has been proposed and is presently under consideration. A total of 13,122. HSF soldiers,
organized into MSF companies as shown in inclosure 5, will be authorized upon
approval of this proposal. The proposal also includes the formation of a MSF
Command and Control B Detachment for each CTZ and for the MSF country-wide reserve at Nha Trang.
The FY 69 budget provides for equipping the MSF, the CRP. and the CSF
(3)
with the M-16 rifle, 14-60 machine gun, and the M-79 grenade launcher to bring
their firepower capability up to the level of that of the enemy.
d.

Special Operations!

(1) PcoJect Delta (Leaping Lena):
(a) On 15 May 1964, Project Delta (originally called Project Leaping
Lena was initiated as a covert operation in Vietnam, Initially Project Delta
included one USASF A Detachment whose primary mission was to train the CIE
By
and VNSF in the conduct of a long range reconnai:nsace patrols (LRRP).
June 1965. the USASF had assumed a more activa role in Project Delta and detachment B-52 had been organized for command and control. The present missions, as
listed below in order of priority, were assumed.
1. Locate enemy units, installations and/or activities for strategic or
tactical exploitation.

3.

Direct artillery/TAC AIR and conduct bomb damage assessment.

4.

Act as Hunter Killer Teams.

5.

Conduct Search and Destroy operations on limited targets.

6.

Conduct Special Purpose raids,

7.

To reinforce A Detachments and other units.

8.

To doncudt harassing, cover and deception missions,
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Delta operations are conducted country-wide as directed by COMUSMACV under the
operational control of the Corps Commander in whose Corps the op-ration is
conducted.

Personnel assts of Proiect Delta incliide USASF, VNSF, CIDG and one

battalion of VientnamcsG

RaR gerb,

w'Hich are the main reaction force.

(b) In September 1965, T)ctachment B-52 began a unit training orogram

Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol techniques for its replacement personnel.in
At the request of US Conventional unit.q, they also trained other US per.o..l
in LRRP techniques. This training mission was asened on 15 Septemb.r 1906
by the direction of CCMUMSACV.
(2) In mid-1966 Projeets Omega and Sigma (Detachments B-50 and B-56) were
established with a mission similar to that of Project Delta.
(3) Detachment B-36 (Provisional): On 1 November 1967, the operational
control of Projects Omega and Sigma was transfeyred to MACSOG. Detachment
B-36 (Provisional) was organized in August 1967 to fill the gap in the strategical and tactical reconnaissance capabilitieg of II and III CTZ that would
be created by the impending transfer. Detachment B,36 reconnaissance operations
are conducted by USASF, CIdM (MSF), and conventional US (LRRP) personnel from
III CTZ.

(4) Significant Special operations conducted by Detachments B-36, B-50, B52 and B-56 arb included in the significant activities/events in inclosure 2.
0.
Civic Actions and Psychological Operations: The CIDG program was
initially launched to gain the loyalty an(! cooperation of relatively isolated

population groups through civic action projects and nsycholorical operations
as well as by training and organ.,zation of Strike Force units for local security
of the areas. In June 1964, according to the case study, on the U.S. Special
Forces CIDG mission in Vietnam conducted by Special Operation Research Office,
(SORO), The American University, the status of civic action and psychological
operations was described as follows. "These activities continue mainly with
U.S. personnel acting as the principal, rather than in an advisory role. Lack
of interest in these programs on the part of the VNSF personnel - who are generally unindoctrinated in the need for such effort - reflect the continuing
GVN attitude toward the CIDG program," The sane is basically true for the

present.
(1)

In evaluating progress made byr the VNSF in areas which U.S. evalu-

atura would call civil affairs (CAI , civic action (GIvAC), or psychological
operations (PSYOP), it is important to bear in mind that the VNSF do not subscribe to the same CA/CIVAC/PSYOP concents aq do the USASF. This divergence is
especially noticeable in the area of CIVACo The VNSF in generhT do not actively

oppose 1UASF CIVAC efforts, but they often do not agree with the U.S. approach.
In partitklar, they usuallv feel that CIVAC benefits should only be extended
to a

given group of people if that group is giving actual, tanpibl- assistance
to local GVN fprces (e.g., information about the VC). A corollary to this is
the feeling tyat since the CIDG are contributing as much or more to the GVN
effort as any'other group in the area, the CIDG should receive the lion's share
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Another difference in view point is the fact that U.S.

Forces often tend to separate CA and PSYOP, with CIVAC as a part of the latter, or even as a separate program. In the RVNAF, these activities, along'
w~t~th oth.rs a.. considered to be prs
ofaco....na-eof
acttre
whole: the
warfare (POLWAR) program. This fact is often not fully understood by U.S.
advisers. The POLWAR program contains the following major sub-programs)
(a) Psychological warfare (Similar to U.S. PSYOP, less CIVAC).
(b) Political indoctrination and training.
(c) Social welfare (mostly oriented towqrd troops and troop families).
(d) FX/caaissary system.
(e) Internal security.

()

Press and information activities.

(g) Chaplain activities.
(2) This headquarters is unable to evaluate progress made in programs
listed under 2e(f)(e), 2e(l)(f), and 2e(l)(g). Prograss in the remaining
areas includes the following:
(a) Psychological warfare: The VNSF have assumed slightly more initiativo
in developing PSYOP themes to meet specific, obvious threats. PSYOP effort in
general has improved because of the increased support capability of the 4th
PSYOP Group (U.S.), ARVN POGLWAR imits, which are supposed to support the VNSF,
rarely perform their missio.s, As a result, the 4th PSYOP Group supports both
VNSF and USAS9F efforts.

Own

(b) Poliical Indoctrination and trainingg A motivation program directed
at the CIDGJ using civilian inatnuotor cadre, was in operation during !966; hwever, it was discontinued in January 1967. The VNSF I1igh Command (VNSFHC) has
shown paticular intereet in re-establishinr and maintaining such a program,
and this is currently being done as a joint project of the USASF (5th SFtA..
and VNSFHC. cadre are being hired and POI are being prepared for a resumptiofof the program, In the field, VNSE POLWAR personnel give lectures or perform
other political indoctrination activities. Three are limited as much by the
non-availabi-t1ty o pe rsornel as by anr other factors,
vXSF political indoctrination POT and other doevrments are regoluerly distributed.
(c) Social Welfare: The VNSFHC has developed an active Social Welfare
section wh'ch operates tin the Nha Trang area, Tis program is largely neglected
in the field because of non-availability of VNSF personnel,

(d) fl/c' m.inseax y syistem: C hI fT's and ccmsissaries are operative in
several CThG camps, a i the program iv being expanded as a 3oint VNSF/USASF
effort.
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(3)
The programs cited above as currently in effsct may all be tcken to
roprevent progress since 1 January 1964; however, overall the USASF adviser
continues to be the principal, rather th- - the adviser in these activities.
3.
(S) Progress of VNSF
CINCPAC in May 1963 made this statement concerning
the CIDG concept: "When the GVN is able to assume full responsibility for tho
CTM program and success is assured, the US personnel will bo vithdrawn." Efforts to integrate the CIDG program into RVNAF has thus far been uneccessful.
a. The procedure of converting CID camps to RF control proved unsatisfactory. The CID program is offensive in nature and controls a TAOR by employing aggressive patrolling ection; whereas, the RF/PF mission is defensive
in nature. While hostilities continue, conversion to RF/PF is undesirable.
b. Another course of action being tried is the transfer of camos to VNSF
control.
Three camps have been transferred to VNSF control; however, the
VNSF do not presently have sufficient numbers of qualified personnel to continue this program. The entire VNSF Group's resourres have been taxed to
provide three A Detachments capable of assuming control of the camps. The
SORO study on the US Special Forces CIDG Mission in Vietnam mentioned two deficienjles of the VNSF: (1) a lack of 'ontinuity of VNSF personnel in the
CIDO program and (2) the character of the VNSF organization charged with the
execution of the program and the caliber of it's officer personnel. The study
cited "instances of US A Detachment Commanders serving under three of four
VNSF Csmp Commanders in a six month tour". This situation does not exist today. Being a separate service, the VNSF has resorted to its own form of recruitment which has resulted in processing additional nersonnel for reasons of
political affiliation. Most of the recent replacements are very young and inexpeiienced. In addition, the majority of the VNSF officers do not possess
adequate knowledge of tactics, administration, or logistics. Since the integration of the VNSF into the command structure of the MSF, there has been a
general deterioration in the effectiveness of the MSF. This can be attributed
to three factorse
(1)

The fact that the NSF is composed of personnel from ethnic minority
groups which possess an inherent animosity and distrust of Vietnamese.
(2)

The general lack of qualified leaders within the VNSF,

(3) The fact that the VNSF many t22ts refuse to accoluanr the MSF on
combat operations, The MSF Is the troe of organization that must be led by
example.
o, Presently, the training level of the average VNSF is insufficient,
much lss his ability to assume the responsibility of training the CIDG.
The
VNSF NCO receives only twenty-four weeks of formal military t"aining at the
VNSF Dong Ba Thin Training Center unless he is a transfer from ARVN. This
twenty-four weeks inclu-des basic and Special Forces MOS training. This MS
training is comparable in length to the shortest MOS courses received by
USASF-personnelo However, USASF MOS courses are oriented toward senior NCO'
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with an outstanding military background. The lack of adequate conventional
prior experience is felt to be the main cause of the ineffectiveness of VNSF
NCO's, Those few VNSF NCO's who have comparable time in service with USASF NOs

t

~do

com-1-re favorable.

The VNSF officers are drawn from conventional

i_,,itg

byw

JOS levy. It is felt that the stated inadequacy of VNSF ofricer personnel in
not due to a lack of conventional formal branch training. As is normal when
personnel are assigned against levies, those officers who have made the least
use of the formal training available are transferred into the VNSF. The VNSF
officer's orientation is comparable in tine-fr-me and scope to the USASF officer
orientation course. It is necessarily conducted, however, by VNSF officer
personnel wl o are not adequately qualified to give this training. Because of
personnel shortages and continous high emphasis on imediate operational
requirements as well as a constantly increasing scope of training requirements for the CIDG and VNSF, the 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne) has not
had qualified personnel free to attack this long range problem. As a result
of the recent addition of personnel to the 5th SFGA Adviser Detachment B-51
(The VNSF Dong Ba Thin Training Center) as well as increased command emphasis

I

and staff superision, notnble recent progress has been made.
d. The responsibility for equipping the CIDG has been assumed entirely
by USASF and entire CIDG program is supported from PARASOL SWITCHBACK ffunds.
The VNS' equip and financially support only themselves and presently do not
have the capability to support the C1DG program financially or administratively.
4. (U) Summiary and Conclusions: Since 1964 the CIDT program has expanded
tremendously an the CID3 forces have developed into the effective oaramilitary
force envisioned in 1961. With the assistance of U3PSF advisers, the success
and the growth of the CIDG program is expected to continue.
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(C) Operational Results (1964 - 1966 nQt available):

1967

1968 (As of 1 April)

7111
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USASF KIA

91

30

VNSF KIA

44

1
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394

1209

CIDG
m

562

.

89
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USASF

ENEMY
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1 - 83.4

1
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I
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US Expenditures in Support of the CIDG Program.
FY 1963
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5TH SFECIAL FORCES GROUP (AIRBORNE)
SIGNIFICANT EVENTS/ACTIVITIES FRCO

1964

1ST

AL FORCES

JANUARY 1964 TO APRIL

1968

(Mar)

USASF Tactical Operations Center (TOC) and alternate headquarters established in Saigon. CIG Force structure
standardized; TOE for a CID3 light guerrilla company as-

(Apr)

Indigenous Patrol Ration developed.

(May)

On 15 May, USASF A Detachments came under OPCON of the
senior US advisor in each Corps.
Control exercised
through SF B Detachment.
On 15 May, Project Leaping Lena initiated in Vietnam.
(Now called Projgct Delta) Mission to conduct covert operations in Vietnam, USASF A Detachment trained VNSF and
CIDG personnel in techniques of long range reconnaissance
patrols

(Jun)

SWITCHBACK assumed responsibility for support of Project
Leaping Lena (Delta) and MACV Studies and Observation
Group (SO0).

(Jul)

Viet Cong strongly attacked CIDG camps at Nam Dong and
Pblei Krong,

(Aug)

COL John Spears assumes command of USASF.

(Sep)

Montagnards rebel against GVN in five CIDG camps in II
CTZ.

(Oct)

1 Oct ,964, 5th SFGA activated in Vietnam. Hq USASF V
changed to Hq 5th SFGA° Transition to PCS ordered. "C"
Detachment established in each Corps for command and control.
"Eagle Flight" reaction force formed in iI CTZ.
runner of today's Mobile Strike Force.

1965:

(May)

Fore-

Deployment of US Conventional Combat units to RVN initiated.
A target date of 1 January 1967 was set by COMUSMACV for
attaining complete integration of the CIDG program into
the RVNAF.

(Jun)

CCUUSMACV approved plan to convert CIDG companies to Re.gional Forces where possible.

GROUP-14

S E C R E T
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n-.c

.NO

Dofmgraded at 3 year intervals?
Declassified after 12 yeare.
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nts/Activ..es from January 196

toAprl

8 (..,nt'd)

(Jul)

COL William A. McKean assumes command of 5th SFA.

(Auk.)

Mike Force established on I August.

(Sep)

Project Delta USASF began LRRP training program.
USASF TOC moved from Saigon to Nha Trang on 10 September.

1966:

(Mar)

Enemy attacked and overran CIDG Camp at Ashau on 11 March.

(May)

Class V support from USARV begins as a result of inter-

service support agreement with the let Logistical Command.
(Jun)

COL Francis J. Kelley assumes command of 5th SFOA.
"Operation Nathan Hale" jointly conducted by CIDG forces,
Ist Air Cavalry Division, and 101st Airborne Division.
Demonstrated the effectiveness of deployment of CIDG
troops with conventional forces,

(Aug-Oct)

4

Projects OMEGA and SIGMA imulemented, Long Range Reconnaissance and Intelligence gathering capabilities increased in addition to that already furnished by Project
Delta. Under OPCON of CG I Force and CG II Force V respectively.
MACV Recondo School established on 15 September 1966 upon
direction of COMUSMACV. Mission: To instruct selected
personnel from US and FWMAF units in. techniques of long
range reconnaissance p trollinp.
Mobile Guerrilla Force (MGF) Concept ori~inated. Mission:
Deploy into VC dominated areas, establish a series of secret patrol bases, and conduct border surveillance, interdiction of enemy forces and installations within the
and Mike.assigned AO. Composed of USASF A Detachmn
Force soldiers. Designed as an economy of force effort
intended to project into remote areas not under ARVN/TWM/
CIDG surveillance.
Camps in IV CTZ Plain of Reeds flooded by deepest flood
in recent History. Camps continued to operate by sampan.
Airboat and PACV operations initiated and very successful.

(Nov)

IV CTZ Mike Force credited w/renderin" ineffective a VC
Battalion in Soui Da area. Operations eventually developed into Operation Attleboro.
Mike Forces and CIDG participate in Opns Henry Clay and
Thayer with 101st Abn Bde and 1st Air Cay. Div.

V
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Significant Events/ActivAis from January 196h to April ,968 (Cont'dj
(Nov)

Mike Force and CID3 participate in Opn "Paul Revere IV"

v/hth Inf Div.
HGF Operation Blackjaet 21 in TI CTZ completed.
cept further developed and refined.

MIF cn-

CIDG and RF units in I CTZ participate in Opn "Rio Blanco",
the first Joint/
LAned opuration in I CTZ.
Other unite
were AR&N, VN angers, Korean Marines, and U.S. Marines.

1967t

(Dec)

Det B-50 (Project Omega) participated in Opn Blackhawk
in II CTZ from 12 November - 3 December 66. Extremely
successful in gath ring intelligence for use in planning
futuro F&MAF operations.

(Jan)

MWF Operation Blackjack 22 completed.

STra

Three new CID0 csaps opuoned (Con Thien, Cau Song Be, and

Cu).

Operation Blackjack LI initiated in IV CTZ.
Significant
in drivinp VC out of their long secure base area in seven
mountains region,
(Feb)

Operation Gat"Ling (I CTZ) conducted by 103st Airborne
Division with CIDG and Mike Force showed that a large
CIlD provisical battalion could be gathered from diverse
auurces and operate as a unit within a short spWn of time.
Operation Sam Houston conducted by hth Infantry Division
and CIDG in II CTZo Operation Pershing conducted in II
CTZ by ist Cavalry Division with CIDG.
MF expandedr

Operations continue in al! fojr CTZ's.

Blackjack 31 completed in IV CTZ on 7 February, 56 anemy
killed.
Heavy contact with battalion size NVA units by CIDG and
Mike Force near camp Bu Dop in III CTZ.
CIDG camps opened at To Chau and Phuoe Tay in TV CTZ.
(Mar)

CIDG and Mike Force units near Bu Dop again establish
heavy contact with two NVA battalions.
Heavy fighting involving CIDG and Mike Force against a
VC Battalion ac--cepanies openine. of Camp My An in IV CTZ.
CIDG camps opened at Prek Klok and Tong Le Chon in III CTZ.
CIDG camps at Go Dau Ha, Soui Da, and Xom Cat in III CTZ

were closed.

SECRET
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Significant ERv-ts/Activit .s from January 1964 to April 15.

q

(pr)

(C".'d)

MGF operation Blackjack 32 (II CTZ) conducted
3 April - 26 enemy KIA.

15 March -

Ist mass parachute ar3sault by USASF and M10 Force to
initiate operation Harvest Moon and the opening of CIDG

camp Bunard in III CTZ.
Camp Prek Klok attacked by estimated two VC battalion= or
14 April. First such attack since Ashau in March 1966.
Operation Francis Marion conducted in II CTZ by 4th Infantry Division with OPCON over five camps.
Blackjact 12, a reconnaissance in force operation, was
conducted in I CTZ, 63 VC KIA.
(Hay)

Operation Blackjack 33 was completed in III CTZ (27 April 24 May). First MGF operation employed in conjunction with
LRRP teams (Det B-56 - Sigma). Highly effective. 320
enemy KIA.
The first CIDG Camp (Plei Mrong) was turned over to VNSF
control and USASF detachment withdrawn on 1 May.
Camp Ln Vei (I CTZ) attacked by company size NVA force
on 4 May. Enemy platoon penetrated but was ejected. Camp
suffered heavy damage.
Camp Con Thien (I CTZ) attacked by an estimated two Battalions of NVA on 8 May. Jointly defended by USMC, USASF,
and CIDG, 212 confirmed enemy killed.
Two Mike Force companies conducted a parachute assault I-

seven mountains region, IV CTZ, as part of operation BlackJack U1 on 13 May.
CIDG from Detachment A-106 in I CTZ participated in operation "Malheur" with elements of TF Oregon, 21 enemy
killed in action credited.
In IV CTZ much effort was devoted to rcparation for the
floods expected in the plain of reeds in*September and
October. A training program with emphasis on boat tactics
and operations was conducted. Camps were prepared to
conduct maximum offensive operations utiliving airboats,
assault boats, and sampans.
(Jun)

COL Jonathan F. Ladd assumes command of the 5th SFGA.
Second CIDG camp (Vinh Gia) transferred to VNSF control
on 27 Jun.

i
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Sianificant Events/.mcti-vies from January 196h to April -,68 (Cont'a,
(Jun)

From 20 Apr - 15 Jun, Det B-52 (Project Delta) conducted
47 reconnaissance operations in Ashau Valley, I CTZ. h6
enemy KIA. Valuable intelligence collected on enemy
troop movement&;, rdiasicns, and capabilities.

(Jul)

OperationL Blackjack 42 completed in IV CTZ (3 Jim - 2 Jul).
Was the first amphibious infiltration condicted by 3pecial
Forces advised elements in RVN. 20 VC KIA.
Airboat facility at Cau Lanh in IV CTZ was attacked by VC
on I and 4 July. The VC realize the tactical potential
of the alrboats in flooded areas.
Oeration Blackjack 34 (II CTZ) conducted from 16 - 21
Joly. VC regiment located. 126 enemy KIA.
CLIX Caxnn Con Thien turned over to USMC on 25 Jul.

(Aug)

CIDG camp Tong Le Chon (1II CTZ) repelled an attack by a
NVA regiment on 7 August.
The enemy suffered ]52 con-

firmed KIA.
Detac.hrnint B-36 (Prov) was organized to furnish III CTZ
with strategic and tactical reconnaissance. Impending
transfer of OPCON of Project Sigma (B-56) to MACSOG would
otherwise leave III CTZ without adequate recon capability.
MGF Opeoot'&ion Blackjack 28 was completed in II CTZ (30
Jul - 22 Aug). Conducted in conjunction with Operation
Winfield Scott, 21 enemy KIA.
(Sep)

Detachment 'B-_6 (Prov) conducted Operation RAPMDFIRE I in

I

crz (5 Sep - 22 Sep). 41 reconnaissance missions con-

ducted utilizinGUSkASF, MSF, and US LRRP personnel.
enemy EIA and ±c-m captured.

34

Reconnaissance op-ration Parch I conducted hy Det B-5O
(Omega) from 8 Jua - 3 Seip.

24 VC KA,

two VC captured.

Operation Samurai 1 conductc6 ty Det P-52 (Delta) in I
CTZ and tneluded ','qecoia
,re m-on_
60 enemy
KIA, 13 captured.
(Oct)

CIDG camp Lac Thien (II CTZ) coarerted to RF on 1 October.
Mass parachute jump by a 59 man pathf nder team and 296
Mike Force troops was launched on 5 October to open CIDG

camp Bu Prang (II CTZ).
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As of 10 October, the terms )Yike Force and Mobile Guerrilla Force were changed to Mobile Strike Force. The
term CIDG includes Mobile Strike Forces, Camp Strike
Forces, and Combat Reconnaissance Platoon troops.
Operation Samurai II (Project Delta) completed In I CTZ
(16 Sep - 16 Oct), 31 reconnaissance missions conducted.
29 VC KIA, 14 captured.
CIDG camp Tuong Hoa closed on 25 October.
Project Sigma (Det B-56) conducted reconnaisance operation SHORTSTOP in III CTZ during 8 - 25 October.
117
enemy killed.
CIDG camp at Loa Ninh (III CTZ) and elements of let U.S.
Infantry Division, who reinforced on the 2nd day, repelled
attacks by three battalions of VC/AVA from 29 Oct - 2 Nov.
Camp Loc Ninh credited with 184 enemy KIA. Full benefits
of preparation made for flood operations in IV CTZ, were
not realized because heavy flooding did not occur as expected.

(Nov)

GIDG camps Tanh Linh in II CTZ and Ha Tien and Tinh Bien
in IV CTZ were converted to RF on 31 October.
OPCON af projects Omega and Sigma (Det B-5O) and (Det B-56)
transferred to MACSOG on I November.
On 3 Nov, a Camp Strike Force (CSF) search and destroy
operation from Det A-502 established contact witb a VC
company and was reinforced by MSF from Det A-503. Results?
23 VC KIA.
Operation Blackjack 22A was completed in II CTZ.
Successful in establishing supply chaches and cantured large
quantities of enemy supplies.
14 NVA KIA, two captured.
CIDX

camp Binh Hung (IV CTZ) closed on 9 November.

BAtvAAn 2c; and 28 Nov- Dotq A-502 (CSF)

And A-. 03 (MSF)

participated in the battle of Dien Khanh with the National Police, VN Rangers, and a ROK battalion. 69 enemy KIA.
Operation RAPIDFTRE IV (Det B-36) conducted in III CTZ
from 14 - 26 Nov. Task Force of 35 USASF, 20 LRRP (US),
and 236 MSF personnel. Two major enemy units identified.
One enemy battalion base camp destroyed.
CIDG Camp Duc Hu (III CTZ) opened.
Det B-20 officially designated as II CTZ MSF command and
control detachment.

SECRET

Significant Events/. _tiv.. -a
(Dec)

S

l

96 S Apr±A1Cnt

CIDG camp Mai Tinh (II CTZ) converted on 2 Dcember to
Camp Vinh Thanh (II CTZ) transferred to VNSF conHF/PF.
trol on 25 December. Camp Prek Kick (9 Dee), Trai Bi (18
Dec), and Hiep Hoa (30 Dee), are III CTZ camp-s closed on
date indicated. Camp Thien Ngon (III CTZ) opened on 8
December and on 20 December, Camp Tieu ktar (II CTZ) opened.
DA removed balance of payments exemntion from 5WITUCIACK.
MF expanded to authorize 47 companies, 184 CTlG per
company*
Operation Sultan (Project Delta) conducted in II CTZ
from 1 - 25 Dec. Task Force included ten recon roadrunnor teams, three companies from ARVN 91st Ranger Bn, and
one CIDG platoon. Locatdd numberous trail networks and
enemy base carps.

1968:

(Jan)

Operation Sultan II (Project Delta) conducted in II CTZ
from 5 Jan - 26 Jan. Located and identified local force
VC and NVA infiltration routes and fortifications through
Kontm Province.
RAPIDFIM V (8 Dec - 25 Jan) conducted by Dot B-36 in III
CTZ in conjunction with the US 25th Inf Div Operation
YELLOWSTONE. Enemy losses: 53 KIA and five captured.
Camp Ay Dien II (IV CTZ) opened on 20 Jan.
Canh (II CTZ) converted to RF/PF.

CIDG camp Van

Enemy TET Offensive initiated throughout RVN on 30 Jan.
CIDG forces demonstrated that they are a reliable combat
force even though the street fighting tactics they utilized
in forcing the enemy from major cities were vastly different from the tactics in which they were trained.
(Feb)

CIDG Cwap Lang Vei (I CTZ) overrun on 7 Feb by NVA tanks
accompanied by infantry. First combat utilization of
tanks by exkeny in RVN.
CIDG Camp Katum (III CTZ) opened on 21'Feb.

(Mar)

GVN draft law (15 March) created an immediate and previously unavailable recruitment potential to support expansion in the number of C1DG units.
MSF Strike Force comuanies expanded from, 4 to 5 in CTZg
9 to 12 in IT CTZ, 5 to 7 in III CTZ. and from 6 to 10
in IV CTZ.
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Significant Eve. j/Activiti

(/lar)

from January 1964 to April 10,t

Con

J)

Dt B-W. on Phu Quoc Ieland closed. CIl -training center
moved from Phu Quoc to To Chau. MSF at To Chau moved to

I

Moe Hoa. ClTG Camp at Moc Hoa moved to Tanh Tri. Det
D-1- moved to Can Tno as command and control headquarters

of IV CTZ MSF.
Delta Falcon operations initiated in IV CTZ under command
Expcricnccs carly successer, iard control of .4STZ.
utilization of CIDG and other allied forces to furnish an
immediate reaction force capability to follow up on visual
reconnaissance sightings.
(Apr)

First employment of an integrated MSF and LRRP (US) task
force in II CTZ (10 Mar - 5 Apr). Personnel assets from
Detachment B-20 (NSF) and E Company, US 20th Inf (LRRP).
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The U.S. Special Foces CIDG Mission Ji Vietiam (U), Special Operation
Research (SO),the American Universiby, Novembar 1964.
2. Cost Analysis of Co iterinsurgncy !. and-.combat Operations, Vioetnari 19571964 (",' Volumes i and !I, Research Analysis Coryorations,1 June 1967.

1

3. USASF Operations in RVN under the CWDG Program 1961-1964 (U), Research
Inalysis corporations, April 1966.,

4. Interview of Colonel Schererl Director Counterinsurgency Office Okinawa;
conducted by 4th Militar History Detachment, date unknown.
5. 5th Special Forces Group (Abn) quarterly Operational Reports/Lessons
Learned, July 1966 through January 1968.
6. Records and briefing notes of principal staff sections (S3, 34, S5, COMPT),

HQ 5th SFGA.
7. Interview of Major Charles Darnell (first "Eagle Flight" comander)l conduoted by 21st Military History Detachment, 3 November 1967.
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8. Records of principal staff sections, Vietnamese Special Forces High Can-
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9. Informal interviews of USASF personnel.
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